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S. 121, BILL ON TRADE REORGANIZATION
PLANS

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room
SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Roth, Long, Bentsen, and Moynihan.
[The press release announcing the hearing and the statements of

Senator Danforth, Senator Roth, and Senator Moynihan follow:]
[Press Release No. 84-112]

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE ANNOUNCES HEARING ON TRADE
REORGANIZATION PLANS

Senator John C. Danforth, Chairman of the Subcommittee on International Trade
of the Committee on Finance, announced today that the Subcommittee will conduct
hearings on Tuesday, February 21, and on Monday, February 27, 1984, on prop,,sals
to reorganize the international trade functions of the Executive Branch. Testimony
will be heard on S. 121, reported by the Committee on Govenmental Affairs, and on
S. 1723, referred to the Committee on Finance on August 2, 1983.

Both hearings will commence at 9:30 a.m. in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building.

In announcing the hearings, Chairman Danforth explained that the February 21
hearing will provide an opportunity to explore the trade implications of S. 121 with
Administration witnesses, and of S. 1723 with its sponsor, Senator Mattingly. Public
witnesses are invited to testify at the second hearing on February 27.

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN JOHN C. DANFORTH

Supporters of a Cabinet department for trade invariably begin with pronounce-
ments on the importance of trade to the U.S. economy or with discourses on Ameri-
ca's trade problems. I do not take issue with either of these sentiments. I do not
take issue with the conclusion that a Department of Trade and Industry (DITI)
would improve our position in international trade. The current trade structure of
our government is by no means perfect. But the "DITI" proposal would only make it
worse.

Proponents of the reorganization proposal argue that trade must be a "priority"
for the United States. They maintain that a Cabinet-level Department of Trade
would increase the status of trade in our government and would "send a signal" at
home and abroad about the importance of trade. What DITI proponents cannot ex-
plain is how replacing a White House trade agency of 130-headed by an Ambassa-
dor of Cabinet rank-with a departmental bureaucracy would accomplish this goal.

If substantive changes in U.S. trade policy are the objective, again DITI is not the
answer. The reorganization would take several years to implement. The process
itself is bound to divert attention and energy from substantive trade problems. At a
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time of record trade deficits, rearranging boxes on an organization chart seems a
distraction.

Ev.en if accomplished overnight, the reorganization would have little, if any, sub-
stantive impact on the trade deficit or on U.S. trade policy. Those who hope for sub-
stantive results from this reorganization should question what, if any, impact DITI
would have had on the Soviet grain embargo or the pipeline sanctions, on European
Community agricultural export subsidies, on Mexican investment restrictions, or,
for that matter, on the value of the dollar.

No amount of bureaucratic shuffling will make a trade a national priority. The
"high priority" stamp can ony be conferred by the President or the Congress. Only
the President can confer a sense of status on makers of trade policy. Only the Con-
gress can correct deficiences in trade laws.

Proponents of a trade department argue that trade policy should be made an im-
plement under a single roof. They maintain that too many agencies are involved in
trade, and then go on to argue that the merger of the "two-headed monster" (Com-
merce and the U.S. Trade Representative) can rationalize the process.

Such an approach is impractical. More than two decades ago the Congress recog-
nized that virtually all government agencies have, and will continue to have, a le-
gitimate interest in the formulation of U.S. trade policy. For this reason, Congress
created the White House post of Special Representative for Trade Negotiations to
Chair an inter-agency committee to make and negotiate U.S. trade policy. At that
time Congress decided not to leave the chairmanship of that committee to one of the
agencies represented on it-thereby ensuring that American agriculture, industry,
labor and consumers would all have a fair say in U.S. trade policy.

While the DITI proposal may well combine the trade policy-making and imple-
mentation functions of the USTR and the Department of Commerce, it ignores the
trade roles of any number of other agencies: The Agricalture Department still
would run its own trade programs. The Customs Service still would be part of Treas-
ury. Labor still would be responsible for Trade Adjustment Assistance. Defense still
would have an export control function. State and Treasury still would dominate
summitry and key U.S. positions at the OECD and the IMF.

The "monster" has at least seven heads. Eliminating the one that is supposed to
guide the others cannot be justified as an effective management practice.

Contrary to the claims of DITI proponents, the rest of the world is not blessed
with unified Departments of Trade and Industry. The example most often cited-
that of Japan's MITI-neglects the fact that Japan's Foreign Ministry has responsi-
bility for trade agreements. Japanese tariff decisions, particularly those affecting al-
cohol and tobacco, are controlled by the Ministry of Finance. The Ministry of Agri-
culture would no sooner allow MITI to dominate agricultural trade policy than
would NTT allow MITI to gain control of the Japanese telecommunications system.
Ironically, as Japan's trade problems have mounted, it is the Office of the Prime
Minister that has taken on an ever-increasing role in trade.

Since the entire U.S. government cannot be folded into a Department of Trade,
leadership and policy coordination from the top are inevitable. Ironically, the reor-
ganization plan provides for "a small White House staff to handle trade issue co-
ordination. If this is not to mean the recreation of the USTR, then one must
assume that turf fights never occur between the NSC and the Department of State.

More disturbing than the plan's inability to combine trade policy and implemen-
tation is its implication for those trade interests not represented by today's Depart-
ment of Commerce.

Congress intended the USTR to play the role of "honest broker"-brokering the
often divergent-but no less legitimate--concerns of its constituent agencies in
inter-agency debate.

A DITI with the lead role in making U.S. trade policy may well opt for actions
that satisfy only its immediate constituency-industry. Labor's interests may or
may not receive adequate consideration. Agricultural interests, in particular, could
suffer should DITI become a clotheshorse for protectionism. The same could be said
of the growing U.S. service sector.

Alternatively, those who say that a DITI could weigh varied trade interests "in-
house" or through the inter-agency committee it would dominate, could well see in-
dustry lose the pro-business advocacy role the Department of Commerce should now
play in inter-agency debates.

Some proponents of reorganization argue that a Department of Trade and Indus-
try would enable the U.S. to coordinate domestic economic policies with trade
policy. Others argue that a department could coordinate international economic
policies with trade policy.
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Whether the objective is enhanced competitiveness or more favorable exchange
rates, DITI would no more be in a position to determine U.S. industrial policy or
international economic policy than Commerce or the USTR are able to now. The
reorganization plan offers no new tools, no new authority, for either purpose. More-
over, if we really want to influence the competitiveness of U.S. industry in the
world market, surely a White House coordinating agency would be better placed to
influence Treasury decisions on tax policy or exchange rates or Justice antitrust
policy than the Cabinet's newest equal among equals-the Department of Trade.

The related argument that bigger is better for the purpose of building a cadre of
career trade professionals neglects the lessons of the status quo: The USTR is a
small, elite and responsive agency made up of some 130 career professionals and a
handful of political appointees. Those who have held leadership positions there
maintain that the agency's effectiveness can be attributed in large measure to the
direct contact between its professionals and those at the very top. A Cabinet depart-
ment made up of the USTR and various components of the Department of Com-
merce would have, at a minimum, 12,000 employees. By any definition, that is a bu-
reaucracy. Regardless of the provisions made for the advancement of career profes-
sionals, such a bureaucracy would invariably be dominated by many layers of politi-
cal appointees. The Secretary of Trade and his deputies would have to fight their
way through layers of Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, Deputy Assistant
Secretaries and others before coming into contact with a professional with years of
trade expertise.

Clearly, a new department that is at best the sum of its parts is no solution.
While there is merit in not having two agencies negotiating with NTT in Japan, or
two bilateral groups on Japanese industrial policy, or two sets of steel negotiations
with Europe, or a Trade Policy Committee that overlaps a Cabinet Council on Com-
merce and Trade-DITI and its new in'er-agency groiip would still have to share
"turf" with the Cabinet Council on Economic Policy (CCEP) and the Senior Inter-
Governmental Group on International Economic Policy (SIG/IEP). Not much of an
improvement when you consider that all of this duplication could be eliminated to-
morrow without any legislation whatsoever.

The basic assumption underlying the call for trade reorganization-namely, that
structural change brings with it substantive change-is fatally flawed. One need
look no further than the Departments of Energy and Education to find examples of
governmental restructuring with little, if any, visible impact on substance.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., U.S. SENATOR

TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON TRADE REORGANIZATION

Mr. Chairman, the need for improved, effective trade policy is an issue upon
which we can all agree. I am convinced that the first step toward accomplishing this
objective is to get our domestic trading house in order.

The need for organization is clear. We are simply not organized to meet the inter-
national challenges of this decade and beyond. We're operating in the jet age with
an organizational Piper Cub.

We can no longer afford to ignore this problem. During the 1970's and into the
1980's, rising foreign trade and investment flows have increased the degree of inter-
dependence between the U.S. and global economies.

In 1970, for example, U.S. merchandise exports accounted for 4.3 percent of our
gross national product and U.S. imports about 4 percent. By 1982, our exports were
up to 10 percent of GNP, with imports accounting for more than 11 percent. In the
investment area, as well, international flows have grown exponentially.

From 1970 to 1980, U.S. direct investment abroad grew from $75.5 billion to
nearly $200 billion. Foreign direct investment in this country grew at an even faster
rate, rising from $13 billion in 1970 to more (han $52 billion in 1979.

Even more remarkable but certainly highly distressing, as well, has been the per-
formance of our merchandise trade balance. This statistic went from being strongly
in the black to suffering $20 and $30 billion deficits in each of the last few years.

Now we read that the Nation recorded an $18.8 billion merchandise trade deficit
in the final quarter of 1983 alone. This pushed the deficit for the full year to a
record $60.6 billion. This is 67 percent higher than the previous deficit of $36.4 bil-
lion in 1982. Predictions are that the deficit will top $100 billion in 1984. These fig-
ures and this performance record are not acceptable.
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We must change our approach or see industry after industry fall prey to rising
international competition and job after job sacrificed for foreign beggar-thy-neighbor
practices.

And I am convinced that the first, most important step in this changed approach
must be a revision of the organizational structure for trade within the Federal Gov-
ernment.

Today, no less than 25 agencies and organizations within the executive branch are
engaged to a greater or lesser degree in formulating, coordinating and implement-
ing U.S. policy on foreign trade and investment. It is no wonder there is concern
here in Congress and within the private sector that our trade and investment poli-
cies may not be properly identified, adequately pursued and fully implemented.

It is no wonder we are concerned that U.S. trade policy is no policy at all. The
present system has forced Federal agencies to take uncoordinated and often contra-
dictory actions that adversely affect U.S. trade and investment flows. What we are
seeing is a swamp of ineffective and conflicting ad hoc responses to an ever-growing
list of foreign unfair trade practices. And, despite the best efforts of the present ad-
ministration, our cabinet members are saddled with an unworkable system, a
system of institutionalized bureaucratic in-fighting that has agencies arguing over
turf instead of aggressively pursuing markets.

That is why I have introduced S. 121, the Trade Reorganization Act of 1983. We
desperately need a restructuring of the executive branch to live up to the challenges
of the 1980's and 1990's, and S. 121 meets that need well.

Under my plan, we would build a new Department of International Trade and
Industry, using the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative as the core. The new
department would consolidate all nonagricultural trade and investment analysis,
policymaking, negotiation and implementation functions into one agency. By so
doing, we would reduce duplication and contradiction in the executive branch's
trade policymaking process. We would ensure follow-through on negotiations, and
guarantee that our rights in domestic and foreign markets were aggressively pur-
sued. We would have one strong voice in the cabinet, in the White House and in the
international arena to articulate and act on our trade and investment priorities.

Most importantly, my proposal would not just be a futile gesture aimed at moving
around the boxes that are displayed in Government operations manuals. Rather, it
would be a clear sign that we intend to make trade expansion a number one nation-
al goal.

President Reagan has called for "a new priority for trade." Part of this new prior-
ity, in the President's words, is the "strangthen(ing of) the organization of our trade
agencies."

I have been very pleased with the support the President has given S. 121. 1 am
confident that with this continued support and the growing consensus for the bill in
the private sector we can create the new department and let it begin its important
work.

I look forward to today's witnesses and any suggestions they have for getting our
international trade and investment show on the road.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN (D-NY)
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to out-

line my views on international trade. In particular, I would like to discuss my legis-
lation, S. 21, to establish a Department of Trade and Commerce, as well as the pro-
posal advanced jointly by my colleague on this Subcommittee, Senator Roth, and the
Administration to consolidate certain executive branch trade functions into a single
Trade Department.

At the outset, I want to commend the Administration for recognizing what many
of us in Congress have known for quite some time. That is, the organization of
trade-related policy-making in our government is woefully inadequate to address
our Nation's trade problems. A $60 billion trade deficit should tell us something is
wrong. We need to respond by reorganizing the trade-related functions of the gov-
ernment in a single department, one cabinet level voice responsible for making and
coordinating trade policy. And we ought to do so soon. Delay will condemn our trade
policy to inaction, indecision and inertia.

That is why, on the first day of the first session of the 98th Congress, I introduced
S. 21, a bill to consolidate all the trade-related functions currently performed by a
host of executive departments and agencies, in a new cabinet level Department of
Trade and Commerce that would supplant the current Department of Commerce.
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This is a large issue and no time for making small plans. I need not elaborate on
the importance of the matter to this Subcommittee. Our domestic prospe i]y and
employment depend on a healthy international economy, a steady flow of goods,
services and investment capital. The interdependence of the world economy is an
essential fact around which our trade policy-making must be organized.

We have witnessed in recent years the increasing influence of international trade
on the patterns and, indeed, the very health of the American economy. Every year,
the nations of the world export more than $2 trillion in goods; a like amount, of
course, is imported. The United States accounts for more than 10 percent of these
totals. That translates into more than $200 billion worth of U.S. merchandise ex-
ports for 1983-a great amount, indeed, in light of the persistent international re-
cession.

Exports matter. Merchandise exports accounted for approximately 4 percent of
our GNP in 1973; ten years later, the figure reached 6 percent, a 50 percent jump.
Fully 15 percent of the manufactured products in America, produced by more than
5 million American workers, are export-related. What is more, during the period
1977-80, four of every five new U.S. manufacturing jL bs created were export-related.
If you include data for service exports as well, the figures become even more impres-
sive. According to the Administration, our trade in gcods and services now accounts
for more than 22 percent of our GNP.

What do these statistics tell us? First, trade is important-too important to be
regulated to a secondary status, as it has in the past. Second, it is time to recognize
and respond to the demands of a newly competitive world economy, and to do so in
the very organization of our government. It is to this that I now turn.

For years now, we have scattered trade-related responsibilities throughout the ex-
ecutive branch. One only has to look at the United States Government Manual to
see this. First, there are offices in eight different departments: the International
Trade Administration in the Department of Commerce; the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for International Affairs and the U.S. Customs Service in the Department
of the Treasury; the Foreign Agricultural Service in the Agriculture Department;
the State Department as well as a series of trade offices and functions in the De-
partments of Energy, Labor, Transportation and Defense.

Then, we also have the many and various non-departmental agencies, the most
important being the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative in the White House.
This list also includes the Export-Import Bank, the International Development Co-
operation Agency, the International Trade Commission, the Small Business Admin-
istration and the Overseas Private Investment Corporation. The list seems almost
endless. In all, eight cabinet departments and six non-department agencies share re-
sponsibility for the international trade policy of the United States government.

How does this fragmented structure serve us? In a word, badly. It is true that we
exported more than $200 billion in goods in 1983. But it is also true that we import-
-d much more. Last year, we registered the largest trade deficit in our nation's his-
tory, a staggering $60.6 billion. This record merchandise trade deficit nearly doubled
the previous record, set in 1982, of some $36.4 billion. In 1983, merchandise imports
accounted for 6.23 percent of all the goods and services sold in the United States-
up from only 2.8 percent 20 years ago. Across a wide range of industries-apparel,
shipbuilding, steel, autos, farm machinery, aircraft, telecommunications equipment,
and computers, to name several-America's share of both the world and the Ameri-
can markets has declined over the last decade.

And it's getting worse. Since January 1981, the value of our merchandise exports,
adjusted for movements in exchange rates and inflation, has declined at an average
annual rate of 6.7 percent. Conversely, the real value of merchandise imports over
the same period has increased at an average annual rate of 3.9 percent. A similar
trend appears in U.S. service exports and imports. Since January 1981, the real
value of our service exports has risen by just .66 percent annually, but the real
value of our service imports has jumped at an average annual rate of 11.0 percent.
The U.S. has never experienced suc a three-year deterioration in our trade per-
formance since the establishment of GAT.

This sorry state of affairs promises to grow worse still. According the the Presi-
dent's Economic Re,-tort, submitted to the Congress earlier this month, "The deficits
signify loss of income and employment in those industries that depend on exports or
compete with imports." In a speech before the National Press Club on August 31,
1983, Alfred Eckes, the Chairman of the International Trade Commission, suggested
how these trade deficits translate into unemployment for American workers. Every
$1 billion increase in the trade deficit, he estimated, means the loss of 25,000 Amer-
ican job opportunities. Using the ITC's formula then, the increase in the trade defi-
cit from $36.4 billion in 1982 to $60.6 billion in 1983 cost 605,000 Americans job op-

35-439 0 - 84 - 2
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portunities; the jump from $60.6 billion on 1983 to the latest forecast of $110 billion
in 1984 will mean another 1,235,000 American jobs lost-literally shipped overseas,
increasing foreign employment.

I do not question the notion that the U.S., with the world's strongest economy,
should help other nations, particularly less-developed ones, to grow and prosper.
What I do object to, however, are policies that force our most import-sensitive in-
dustries and workers to bear the overwhelming burden of these disasterous trade
deficits.

The underlying causes of our trade deficits are very complex. At issue is serious
deterioration of America's competitiveness in the international marketplace and,
more importantly, in the American market as well.

Data Resources, Inc., in its October 1983 Review of the U.S. Economy, presents a
telling analysis of America's eroding world competitiveness. DRI pointed to the dis-
asterous appreciation of the American dollar on the foreign exchange markets and
rising costs, compared with our major trading nations, for the most important cost
factors in the manufacturing process, including labor, energy and equipment.

Chief among the causes of our poor trade performance, I believe, is the sharp rise
in the dollar's value, a direct consequence of misguided macroeconomic policies,
those responsible for four years of record high real interest rates. These interest
rates have attracted billions of francs and marks of foreign investment to dollar in-
struments, appreciating the dollar's value on the world's currency markets. In this
way, American-made products denominated in dollars became more expensive on
the world market, while foreign-produced goods denominated in francs or marks
became less expensive in American markets. According to the President's Council of
Economic Advisors, between 1980 and December 1983, the dollar appreciated some
52 percent against a basket of 10 other western currencies. After adjusting for rela-
tive inflation in the eleven countries, the dollar's real rise was 45 percent. All other
factors being equal, then, these foreign exchange movements made U.S. exports
almost one-half more expensive than otherwise, while making foreign imports about
one-third cheaper than otherwise in the U.S. market.

The cause of this appreciation is macroeconomic, not organizational; but this situ-
ation was permitted to deteriorate, in part, because there was no single voice to pro-
test its impact on our trade balance. Instead, there was a cacaphony of voices, each
qualified by the various concerns of eight different cabinet Departments.

Alone among the major nations of the world, the United States has no central
place in government to coordinate information, policies, and assistance to promote
exports. Alone among the major nations of the world, the United States lacks a cab-
inet position, one of full prestige and power, devoted to the global economy. It is
little wonder that America has yet to develop a policy to address our trade problem.
Instead, we do nothing, waiting for an invisible hand to sweep away the trade defi-
cit. We have waited long enough; the problem will not simply correct itself.

In the past, it did not much matter that we did not coordinate our trade policy.
Times have changed. The post-war trading system was based on principles set forth
in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade of 1947, principles reflecting notions
about trade developed first by David Ricardo in his Principles of Political Economy
and Taxation. According to Ricardo and other later economists such as Eli
Heckscher and Bertil Ohlin, trades patterns should reflect differences among na-
tions in natural economic endowments and productivities-of land, labor, and cap-
ital. And this model assumed that these nations all had something like free econo-
mies, in which the overwhelming proportion of commerical decisions were in private
hands. The GAIT was based on that assumption.

The political economy of the world has changed, and radically so, since Ricardo
first published his work in 1817, and much even since GATT's formation in 1947.
Today, the United States, almost alone among GATT's industrialized members, still
subscribes to the economic tenets which underlay the organization's formation. In
Japan, the powerful Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) formulates
industrial as well as trade policy and facilitates corporate modernization, invest-
ment, and technological decisions in accordance with these policies. France has
moved from the state-planning principles of the Gaullist's Dirigisme, embodied in
the Commisariat General Au Plan, to the state-directed economies of the current
socialist government.

These statist strategies enable countries to shift their comparative advantages, so
as to compete better, if less fairly, in the international marketplace. Quite simply,
the policies pursued by other industrial nations and, increasingly, by less-developed
nations trying to emulate their development policies, undermine the principles em-
bodied in the GAIT. In the process the international division of labor andcapital
has been shifted to the disadvantage of American workers and industries.
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In response to the trade strategies of other nations, we have cobbled together a
jumble of reactive measures, which are neither coherent, consistent, nor successful.
Recently Thomas R. Graham, former Deputy Counsel of the U.S.T.R., made a per-
suasive case that the United States needs a Department of Trade and Industry,
which he describes in terms much like those in S. 21. Mr. Graham writes:

"Incoherence is largely the result of a trade policy-making apparatus that re-
mains from the days when the United States could take its commercial competitive-
ness at home and abroad for granted. U.S. trade policy is made in at least eight
little fiefdoms-including the Commerce Department, which investigates allegations
of unfair foreign dumping or subsidies; the Agriculture Department, which pushes
U.S. farm exports; the U.S. International Trade Commission, which determines
whether imports have injured U.S. industries; the Office of the U.S. Trade Repre-
sentative, which tries to referee the jurisdictional battles and negotiates with for-
eign governments; and the State Department, which tries to patch up the resulting
international repercussions. The strong bias of this policymaking system is toward
ad hoc reactions."

That we cannot go on in this matter ought to be evident to all. The costs of doing
so are too great. Permit me to cite an example.

A domestic economic policy decision, pursued over many years through both legis-
lative and judicial channels, has just opened up to the world one of the largest mar-
kets in the world: the American communications market. I refer, of course, to the
breakup of the largest regulated monopoly in the world, AT&T. Among the major
beneficiaries of this new sector of the free market will be the giant foreign telecom-
munications corporations-Nippon Electric; CIT Alcatel; Thomson, Ericsson and
Northern. It is no surprise that most of them were created and, in part, supported
by state-centered industrial policies. This may prove to be one of the greatest trade
policy blunders in our history. We have, in effect, thrown away the opportunity to
demand comparable open markets in telecommunications from our trading part-
ners. No one department or agency in government was positioned to speak to this
blunder, to avert it. We cannot afford many more.

We enjoy a significant advantage in telecommunications. In other, less competi-
tive sectors of the economy, our response, if anything, has been worse than nothing.
When an industry is under intense competition from abroad, our reaction often is to
impose quotas, tariffs, or some other protective measure. This may be a short-term
solution, but it hardly addresses the long-term problem. There is no strategic plan-
ning involved in simply reducing imports, it is an ad hoc reaction to an event, after
the fact.

To meet the challenges of a newly competitive world economy, without ad hoc
protectionism, I propose that we begin by organizing ourselves, and do so now. As
my bill, S. 21, proposes, the place to consolidate all the trade-related responsibilities
of the government is the Commerce Department. In its early years, the Department
of Commerce was enormously useful, helping to create a truly national economy
within the United States, out of the regional economies that grew up in the first
half of the 19th century. That work is done. Now the department should turn to the
challenge of our time-defining the role our national economy can play in a newly
competitive world. In fact, the description of the recent Commerce Department in
the United States Government Marual begins: "The Department of Commerce, en-
courages, serves and promotes the nation's international trade . .

To enable it to do just that, S. 21 would bring into the Department the trade func-
tions of: the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative; Agriculture Department; De-
fense Department; Department of Energy; Department of Labor; Department of
State; Department of Transportation; Treasury Department; Export-Import Bank of
the United States; U.S. Overseas Private Investment Corporation; Small Business
Administration; U.S. International Development Agency; and the U.S. International
Trade Commission.

The new Department of Trade and Commerce would be divided into two parts-
one for international trade and one for domestic commerce, with an undersecretary
for each. There would be separate offices, within the Department, for strategic trade
and for export financing.

The new Department of Trade and Commerce must have the expertise and techni-
cal means to carry out its expanded function. The Department must be equipped to
develop an overall trade strategy, with the capacity to analyze economic infc-ma-
tion, aid certain industries, and assist in financing exports. To promote the Nation's
overall international economic interests, policy-making authority for the appropri-
ate industrial, technological and trade matters should be united in the department.
In time, it could become the focal point for cooperative efforts by government, busi-
ness, and labor to enhance our international competitiveness.
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We cannot develop an effective international trade policy unless we truly under-
stand our domestic economy-the natural, human and technological resources we
have, and the comparative advantages we can build on to expand and promote our
international trade. Without this knowledge, a comprehensive and informed trade
policy will not be possible. To meet these needs, then, an office will be established in
the Department of Trade and Commerce to collect and analyze information concern-
ing the distribution of economic resources throughout our domestic economy.

I have studied the proposal advanced by my colleague on this Subcommittee, Sen-
ator Roth, and the Administration. Their plan does represent a step :n the right
direction, an important one, but I think that we can and must do more.

Paradoxically, only a large plan has a real chance of success. It is essential that
we combine all our trade functions. How can we talk seriously about trade reorgani.
zation, for example, unless we include our largest items of trade, agricultural prod-
ucts? Last year we exported $36 billion in agricultural products, or more than 18
percent of all our merchandise export trade. A trade policy-making body that can
not speak for one-fifth of exports can be neither comprehensive nor effective.

Similarly any hope for a complete trade policy apparatus must include the Office
of Trade Adjustment Assistance. As the U.S. economy becomes more integrated with
those of the rest of the world, adjustment assumes a greater role. Only by coordinat-
ing trade and adjustment policies, can we maintain a real commitment to and sup-
port for an open trading system.

Permit me one observation about the Administration's trade reorganization pro-
posal, S. 121. It is axiomatic that, when no one is in charge of a matter in govern-
ment, an office is established in the White House to impart some semblance of
order. Under S. 21, my bill, the President would have no need for White House staff
refereeing trade disputes among the various agencies, because the Secretary of
Trade and Commerce could speak for the country's trade policy. Under S. 121, how-
ever, a new White House staff would also be created to handle trade issues, the
White House Council on International Trade, Economic and Financial Policy. I
submit that we accomplish little by transferring the Office of the Special Trade Rep-
resentative to the Department of Commerce, and then creating a new special White
House Council for trade.

I also have examined S. 1723, Senator Mattingly's trade proposal. This proposal,
like the Administration's, recognizes the need to address the problem.

We need a comprehensive trade policy, one involving every trade-related function
of government. S. 21 offers a complete and reasonable solution. It would rationalize
our existing trade structure, by creating a department quite capable of helping
America restore itself to prominence in international trade.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. This
Subcommittee, of course, has a large interest in trade reform, and I look forward to
working with you to turn these ideas into policy.

FACT SHEET ON SONATOR MOYNIHAN'S DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE ACT OF
1983(S. 21)

The United States Government has no coherent international trade policy and
one reason is clear: the United States government has never organized itself to
produce one, and to protect the interests of American firms and workers. The re-
sponsibility for developing and implementing trade policy has been divided among
fourteen separate departments and independent agencies.

Our need to organize ourselves, and promote our international trade, is immedi-
ate and dire. In 1983, the United States posted a record merchandise trade deficit of
$60.6 billion, following the 1982 record merchandise trade deficit of $36.4 billion.
The President's Council of Economic Advisors estimates that the 1984 deficit could
reach as high as $110 billion. One of every five American jobs depends on trade, yet,
we are losing these jobs to other nations, which have more clearly defined the role
of their national economies in a highly competitive interdependent world.

The Department of Trade and Commerce Act of 1983 (S.21) would improve our
trade policy-making by:

Redesignating the Department of Commerce as the Department of Trade and
Commerce, and consolidating all the various trade-related functions now performed
by 14 governmental departments and independent agencies into the new lepart-
ment. The Secretary of Trade and Commerce would have responsibility for:

Promoting new trade and commercial opportunities abroad for American goods,
services and investment;

Protecting American industry from unfair competition;
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Negotiating international trade agreements;
Assisting the financing of U S. international trade; and
Promoting overall U.S. international economic interests.
Dividing the Department of Trade and Commerce into two divisions-one for

international trade and the other for domestic commerce, each headed by an Under-
secretary-and establishing separate offices within the Department for strategic
trade, export financing; and collecting information concerning the distribution of
economic resources throughout the domestic economy.

Attached is a list of the trade-related functions transferred to the Department of
Trade and Commerce under S. 21.

TRADE FUNCTIONS TRANSFERRED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

The trade-related functions of the following departmental sub-divisions:

Department of 7reasur'
United States Customs Service.
Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs expected by OMB de-

termination 1.

Department of Agriculture
Foreign Agricultural Service (expected by OMB deter-nination'.
Office of International Cooperation and Development (expected by OMB determi-

nation).

Department of State
Trade functions of the Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs (expected by

OMB determination).
Trade functions of the Bureau of International Organization Affairs (expected by

OMB determination).
Trade functions of tLe Undersecretary for Economic Affairs, (expected by OMB de-

termination i.

Department of Energy
Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs.

Department of Labor
Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance.

Department of Transportation
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Policy and International Affairs.

Department of Defense
Office of Assistant Secretary for International Security Affairs.

,Von-Departmental Agencies
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
Export-Import Bank.
Overseas Private Investment Corporation.
U.S. International Development Cooperation Agency.
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Small Business Administration (extension of credit for exports and imports).

Senator DANFORTH. I have a prepared statement, which I am not
going to read, but will insert it in the record.

In addition to the prepared statement, I would like to review
very briefly my own thoughts on the proposed new Department of
International Trade, and then Senator Roth will have some com-
ments as well.

When this idea of a new Department of Trade was first broached
with me by Secretary Baldrige, I was at least willing to give the
idea a chance. I have to say that I was not terribly impressed with
it at the outset, but I did think that, because it was an administra-
tion initiative and because the Secretary of Commerce felt very
strongly about it, at least I should give it the benefit of the doubt.
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It seemed to be to be a kind of a benign idea although not a par-
ticularly useful idea. In the nature of the new Department of
Energy or the new Department of Education, there is a tendency
for us to think that if we have a substantive problem, we can solve
the substantive problem by administrative reorganization. I don't
think that that is true, but at the time that this was first raised by
the Secretary of Commerce, my view was what harm would it do,
and why not just go along.

However, I did not feel that it would do anything to reduce the
trade deficit. It is argued that we have a trade deficit, and it is a
very large trade deficit, and we have to do something about it. But
I don't think that creating a new Department of Commerce would
have any effect at all on the trade deficit. It would not affect the
value of the dollar. It would not even necessarily affect any policy
change.

It would not promote U.S. exports. The Commerce Department
now has the responsibility for promoting exports, and a Depart-
ment of Trade would not necessarily bring any improvement in
that direction. So, that was my initial view-not particularly a
very good idea, but maybe it was a benign kind of an idea.

The more I thought about it, the worse the idea sounded, and I
have now concluded that a new Department of Trade would not
only not be a step forward-I think it would be a step backward-a
step in the wrong direction.

It would create problems for the United States in the area of
international trade. Why? First, setting up anything new takes
time. P is said that we are now in a trade war. If we are in a trade
war, it seems to me now is not the time to dig new foxholes and
new trenches and start moving people around in the foxholes. And
it is clear that any reorganization requires a diversion of manpow-
er and a diversion of energy. In fact, it could be said that for the
past year or two, there has been a significant diversion of atten-
tion-within the administration and within the Congress-from
substantive trade issues to the procedural question of where the
authority should be located.

Second, it is said that the new Department of Trade is going to
put all agencies-all components of the trade issue-under one
roof. Instead of having a two-headed monster, we are going to have
something with only one head. I don't think that that analogy is
correct.

As a matter of fact, with or without the new Department of
Trade, many agencies in the Federal Government are going to be
involved in trade matters. With or without the new Department of
Trade, the Department of Agriculture is going to be involved in ag-
ricultural trade. There is no plan to move the trade function of the
Agriculture Department into the new Department.

With or without the Department of Trade, the International
Trade Commission is going to continue to operate. That will not be
in the new Department. The U.S. Customs Service is going to con-
tinue to be involved, and that will continue to be in the Treasury
Department-not in the new Department of Trade.

The Defense Department is going to continue to be interested in
the kinds of technologies we are exporting through the Export Ad-
ministration Act. So, there are going to be a variety of agencies
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and departments of the Federal Goverment involved in trade mat-
ters and trade policy which will not, under any circumstances, be
folded. into a single department.

My own view is that within the United States, trade is not a ho-
mogeneous matter. We do not have one trade policy, and we never
will. America does not speak with one voice in international trade
and never will.

Fo" example, last summer, at the time of the textile arrange-
me.nt with China, it was clear at that time that we had at least two
separate, conflicting interests within the United States. One was
our U.S. textile industry which wanted to adopt a highly protec-
tiontst approach. The other was U.S. agriculture, which was inter-
ested in exporting U.S. agricultural products to China.

The two interests were really incompatible, and somebody had to
broker those two conflicting interests. Somebody had to try to work
it out-the two interests. And I think that that lack of a homogene-
ouslapproach-that division of interests within the country-is in-
herent, and it will not be fixed by creating a new Department of
Trade. In fact, by creating a new Department of Trade, we will
remove the honest broker. We will remove that outside organiza-
tion, which was intended by Congress-when the USTR was cre-
ated-to try to bring together these diverse interests and to broker
them as best we can.

I don't think that a new Department of Trade will raise the visi-
bility of international trade. Right now, we have a Cabinet level
office-the USTR-it is in the Office of the President. I don't think
that the situation would be improved with respect to visibility by
creating a new junior Cabinet department.

Finally, looking at the work product of the Governmental Affairs
Cotnmittee-on which I sit, and Senator Roth is our very able
chhirman-I don't think that the bill in its present form is particu-
la'ly good. The administration itself has pointed out a number of
problems with this bill. We will get into those when the Secretary
ofjCommerce arrives, but it certainly under any circumstances did
not turn out to be the creation of what was billed as a lean, mean
Department of Trade.

Right now, the USTR has about 130 people in it. They are by and
large very professional people. The USTR is the elite corps of trade
p6licy and trade negotiations. Those 130 or so professional people
at USTR would be folded into a department of approximately
12,000 people. They would be rattling around in a very large de-
partment, much larger than the USTR is now.

Instead of maybe five political positions-which there are now in
the USTR-and then the professionals right there % th those five
political appointees-there would be in the new Department of
Trade something like 76 different political appointees-30 of them
with the consent of the Senate, and 46 just by executive appoint-
ment or a total of at least 76 people, who would be political.

And it would seem to me that we would have an overlay of politi-
cal characters who would make it less possible for there to be
direct communication between those who were highly professional
in trade negotiations and those who were on top.
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So, for all of those reasons, I have concluded that the new De-
partment of Trade is something worse than just a benign accretion
in trade matters.

I think, instead, it is a malignant addition. I think that it is
something that will make trade policy more difficult, and U.S. posi-
tion on international trade worse than it is now.

Senator Roth.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased that we

are holding these hearings because, of course, the Finance Comfnit-
tee has jurisdiction over our trade laws. As you well know, S. 121-
the reorganization of the trade and commerce functions-has been
reported out by the Governmental Affairs Committee, of which I
am chairman.

I am pleased to say that-in contrast to what you have said-we
have a good bill. Like any piece of legislation, it does represent
compromise-a consensus formed from differing ideas. There are
some things I would have preferred not to have in the legislation,
but overall it represents a major step forward.

I do have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and would ask
that it be included in the record, but I, too, would like to make a
few comments.

I, for one, am not satisfied. I am not satisfied with where we are
in the world competitive picture. I think the record merchandise
trade deficit of over $60 billion gives us all grounds to be unhappy.
Now, I am not here to say that organization in and of itself will
solve all of our trade problems because there are many factors, in-
cluding the strong dollar. But it is the height of folly to say that
organization does not matter because organization is one of the
most critically important factors to any successful Government or
private program.

I can recall, while at Harvard Business School, giving credit to
the Du Pont Co., which headquarters in my State, for being such
an outstanding success for two or three reasons. One of the princi-
pal reasons is their strong organization. Unfortunately, however,
we do not have sound organization here in Washington for trade.
This is not a matter of trying to put all trade-related functions
under one head, because anyone who knows anything about Gov-
ernment at all-or organization at all-understands that however
you organize there are going to be certain aspects of a policy in an-
other agency or department, because many matters do have over-
lapping interests.

But the problem today with our trade organization is that we
have the basic trade functions divided. Today, in the USTR, we
have the responsibility for policy, and negotiation, whereas in the
Commerce Department, we have responsibility for collection of
facts and figures plus administration. This is an unhealthy division
of responsibility because the collection of facts and figures is a key
part of making policy.

Very frankly, it is very difficult to say when administration ends
and policy begins, or vice versa. The fact is that there is a division
of responsibility which has created conflict and unnecessary turf-
fighting. The first Under Secretary of Trade in Commerce, who
served under President Carter, has testified before our committee
that a good portion of his time as Under Secretary was spent sit-
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ting down with the USTR to decide who was responsible for what
and who was doing what to whom.

Now, it is no secret in this town that there has been a lot of turf-
fighting in the trade area. What we are trying to do is to put the
key trade functions together, and that is what has been done in the
new department. We have the collection of facts and figures, and
that is one thing that we have been sorely lacking. As a matter of
fact, one Japanese individual said that orie of the problems with
our trade activities has been the fact that we tended to react to the
first industry that came here because of insufficient information.
Later on, other parts of that industry would object and even go to
the Japanese to get their help.

We have not had the collection of data and the analysis that are
essential for strong trade policy. This is one aspect of the new de-
partment that we are bolstering and strengthening. This improved
analytical capability, upon which policy is based, for the first time
will be located in the unit of Government in which policy is made.
-- So, what we are doing is to eliminate the two heads and create
one head. Now, we are not claiming that we are putting everything
within this department. That has never been our intent. The Inter-
national Trade Commission as a matter of fact has a judicial func-
tion, and I think that most people support that as an independent
unit, but the first point I want to make is that we are providing for
the kind of information that I think is essential that we develop in
this country if we are to become competitive in world markets.

This is spelled out with great particularity and clarity. In some
ways with respect to industrial policy, it goes even further than I
would wish but in any event, we are bringing the key functions to-
gether under one head.

I would point out that. we are continuing to have an honest
broker. An honest broker will remain in the White House because
we will have a Trade Policy Committee with the President as the
head of it. I, for one, think that if this country is going to prosper-
if this country is going to develop the kinds of jobs that are going
to be necessary for the young-that we have to make trade a No. 1
national goal, which means the involvement of the President.

Under our legislation, as I said, the President will-be the chair-
man of the Trade Policy Committee. I would also point out that we
continue to have a small staff in the White House to aid the Presi-
dent in brokering and coordinating key trade issues.

We also have created an instrumentality responsible for bringing
some rhyme and reason, not only to international trade, but eco-
nomics and financial policy. It is a little more inflexible than I
would like, but one of the concern has been that our trade policies,
our economic policies, and our monetary policies have not always
been moving in the same direction. So, there will be an instrumen-
tality in the White House to ensure consistency in this area.

Mr. Chairman, I don't want to take too much time, but I do want
to point out what we feel that the kind of organization other coun-
tries enjoy is fundamental if this country is to become competitive
in world markets and regain its leadership in the area of trade.
And in doing so, I would like to remind my colleagues on the Fi-
nance Committee that this committee shall continue to have juris-

35-439 0 - 84 - 3
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diction on trade matters and that the confirmation hearings for the
new Secretary of Trade would be held by this committee.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator Roth.
First, we have Senator Mattingly, who has taken a great interest

in this subject. We are glad to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF HON. MACK MATTINGLY, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Senator MATTINGLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to testify before the Senate Finance Committee

this morning to discuss an issue of tremendous concern to me,
namely the structure of the trade policy mechanism within the
U.S. Government and how it can be changed to promote U.S. ex-
ports.

Within the general framework of trade reorganization debate,
your committee will receive testimony on different legislative ap-
proaches to trade reorganization, two of which are: S. 121 intro-
duced by my colleague, Senator Roth, and supported by the admin-
istration-and my own bill, S. 1723, which was referred to this
committee.

The Senate Finance Committee also has a very strong interest in
this issue because of its involvement and responsibility for the cre-
ation of a U.S. Trade Representative. Since the committee was in-
strumental in drafting the Trade Act of 1974, which created the
Office of the USTR, I can understand your interest in any changes
made to it.

Now, before I turn to this proposal, I would first like to set the
stage for further discussion of trade reorganization. As Ambassador
Brock had stated before the Joint Economic Committee in January,
the trade deficit is the weak link in our economic recovery. And
with a $70 billion trade deficit in 1983, and an estimated $100 bil-
lion in 1984, how could anybody argue with that?

One problem is that other countries ara outcompeting us in
trade. Why? One is the strength of the U.S. dollar, which makes us
uncompetitive. Second, worldwide economic recovery is not in sync
with our own recovery. Until the economies of other industrial na-
tions catch up with our own, the United States will continue to be
at a trade disadvantage. Third, the process certain industries are
experiencing in adapting to the changing marketplace is slow and
painful. I think it is a part of the evolutionary global economic re-
covery that we are ,undergoing.

Fourth, efforts to bring the newly industrialized countries into
the GATT or within the boundaries of international trading rules
are slow. Fifth, the international debt crisis continues to triple the
competitiveness of the U.S. exports. And, last, the United States is
not alone in facing growing protectionism.

The other problem is that our Government has been unable to
develop a coordinated approach to trade problem management.
Rather than a coherent unified approach to trade problem manage-
ment, the Government makes ours in bits and pieces and calls it
free trade. Thus, trade policy is made by the policymaker who
speaks with the loudest voice.
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Subordination of the trade considerations to other kinds of policy
matters in areas like fiscal, monetary, budget, and foreign policy
has compounded that problem. There is a current lack of aware-
ness among policymakers that trade policy in some way Iimpacts on
all other kinds of Government policy. Therefore, considerations on
trade are not adequately factored into decisions made in other
trade-related policy areas.

Mr. Chairman, alleviating these difficult and long-term problems
demands one solution-a type of trade reorganization by which the
President and his Representative for Trade are the chief spokes-
men for trade policymaking and negotiation. Their voices should
sound the loudest on trade to coordinate competing interests within
the interagency process. Such a reorganization plan is necessary
and a vital step toward restoring our position in world trade.

Now, if the objective of a trade reorganization plan is to elevate
the level of trade within the executive branch, the creation of a
DITI is not the solution. If, on the other hand, our objective is to
further weaken trade policymaking by further diffusion, the DITI
approach would be appropriate.

Furthermore, our trade community cannot wait the several years
required to implement DITI. It cannot afford to have attention di-
verted from substantive issues and a need for immediate action
while the focus is on reorganization or on organization. S. 1723
works within the existing structure and required immediate Presi-
dential attention to quickly attack the core of the problem-a lack
of focus on trade policy and the need to create a lean and mean
trade team.

Now, in addition, any new DITI will serve the domestic industry
through increased protectionism, since 85 percent of the domestic
industry is import-sensitive. DITI, therefore, would become captive
of narrow interests and may indeed become the department of pro-
tectionism. If the idea is to imitate other countries vehicles of pro-
tectionism-like Japan's MITI or Canada's FIRA, or even Europe's
Common Market-the idea is a bad one. The answer to our trade
problems is not to counter protectionism with protectionism.

S. 121 has already taken on some of the overtones of industrial
policy. The bill includes a provision establishing an Office of Com-
petitive Analysis in DITI. This office would identify key troubled
industries and, based on its findings, convene a tripartisan busi-
ness-Government-labor council to recommend corrective action.

Finally, the creation of a DITI, while creating more costs and
more bureaucracy, will not lead to better coordination among the
agencies which have input into trade policymaking. Despite a DITI,
other agencies will continue to formulate policies which impact
trade. Given these facts, though, I am happy to see that the Fi-
nance Committee has now become active in considering the broad-
er questions of trade reorganization and examining possible alter-
natives to S. 121.

With the most recent debate over trade reorganization and far-
reaching proposals which threaten the Office of USTR as it exists
today, I believe the committee should reassess current trade orga-
nization and examine what should be done in this regard.
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Such action is required in order to arrest further deterioration in
our trade status. If you do, I believe the following facts should be
considered.

First, the realities of international trade today and the U.S. posi-
tion in world trade have changed.

Second, the current U.S. Government structure of trade is inad-
equate.

Third, the trade reorganization is necessary.
Fourth, the creation of a new department of international trade

and industry will not solve the substantive problems we face in
trade today.

And, finally, that the bill I proposed, while requiring more legis-
lative substance, is a good start toward achieving what reorganiza-
tion is needed. It provides the Finance Committee a vehicle
through which a trade reorganization alternative can be developed.

Now, the intent of S. 1723 goes a lot further than its actual sub-
stance. At the present time, S. 1723, first, changes the name of the
U.S. Trade Representative to his original title of the President's
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations. Second, it changes
the name of his office accordingly; and third, it designates the
President the chairman of the Interagency Trade Policy Committee
and his Representative for Trade the chairman pro tem.

However, if your committee were to develop a proposal, as it
should, I think additional elements should be included.

Let me just enumerate some of those. First, it should restore the
original intent-and I underscore intent-of Congress and the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962, which delegated authority to the
President and his Representative for Trade to formulate and negoti-
ate trade policy. This authority was renewed under the Trade Acts
of 1974 and 1979.

Second, to reaffirm congressional intent-once again underscor-
ing intent-permitting the trade policymaking process to be man-
aged by the President's Representative for Trade, but be closely
and immediately controlled by the President. That way, when the
President's Representative for Trade speaks, it will be just like
hearing it from the President himself.

Third, we need to keep the office directly under the umbrella of
the White House, so that the responsibility for formulating and co-
ordinating trade strategy among the agencies with trade jurisdic-
tion is placed at the most visible and credible level.

This would restore the effectiveness of the interagency trade or-
ganization which was created by the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
and has served as the basis for trade policymaking for over 20
years.

Fourth, we must reduce, as the chairman said, the size of the
office of the USTR. I believe that the office has taken on the bu-
reaucratic characteristics of other Federal departments and has
lost its markings of a small office of the President.

In 1962, when the Office of the Trade Representative was cre-
ated, there were 25 professionals. In late 1974, the size of the staff
was approximately 40. By fiscal year 1980, USTR had 131 positions.
You know, in the current fiscal year, USTR is operating under one
ceiling of 131 permanent positions.
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The growth of the staff has caused USTR to lose its ability to
really reconcile the disparate but valid interests of other depart-
ments which influence trade to the point where USTR, to quote
Secretary Baldrige, "is only able to reach the lowest conmon de-
nominator."

And I believe that is true.
Next, we want to eliminate the ambiguities in our trade laws to

clearly define each agency's responsibilities in trade from policy-
making to implementation. Our trade laws should clearly define
who sets policy and who implements policy. While this should
sound obvious, disputes over what agency is responsible for what
issue continue today.

An article that just appeared in the Washington Post on Febru-
ary 15, cites the confusion over trade policymaking. And I quote-it
says, referring to Secretary Baldrige:

° * ' with his greater access to Reagan, appears to have taken control over im-
portant trade policy decisions and negotiations away from William E. Brock.' ,,

Bldrige, for instance, was instrumental in persuading the President to tighten re-
strictions on textile imports against Brock's strong opposition. The Commerce Secre-
tary also handled key negotiations in late 1982 with the European Economic Com-
munity that led the Europeans to agree to limit steel exports to the United States.

Now, whether that is true or false, I can sort of imagine how
amusing that these reports are to our trade partners.

Lastly, I think that we need to eliminate the duplication and the
overlap of the Cabinet-level committee structure.

This structure administered within the White House has become
overgrown, duplicative, and confusing. There are four interagency
Cabinet-level committees which, in some way, deal with trade
issues. There are the Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade
[CCCT], the Cabinet Council on Economic Affairs, the TPC, and
SIGIEP. You know, with so many groups and interests involved, it
is no wonder that we have no unified trade policy.

The trade reorganization plan that I envision would result in a
strong U.S. trade policy. Being firmly secured in the White House,
I think it could be implemented faster, more aggressively, and
more uniformly. It would raise its level of importance to equal that
of other policy considerations like fiscal, monetary, and foreign
policies.

This kind of organization of the trade policymaking machinery
would also let our trading partners know that we are serious about
promoting fair trade and rank the trade policy high in priority.
The arrangement would also give a unified voice and a location for
the benefit of the U.S. private sector that will lead the way to
trade expansion if they are simply given a level playing field on
which to trade.

The bottom line is that trade is crucial to the future economic
growth, prosperity, and security of our country. And only a strong,
unified and understandable U.S. trade policy can provide the
answer to our current trade dilemma. I believe that S. 1723 is the
beginning of the most viable option to accomplish that end.

And as we examine ways to reduce the $180 billion deficit, of
equal and immediate concern must also be the trade deficit, and
examining ways to reverse its growth. I look forward to working
with the Finance Committee in the future. Thank you.
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Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Senator Mattingly.
[The prepared statement of Mack Mattingly follows:]

STATEMENT BY SENATOR MACK MATTINGLY ON TRADE REORGANIZATION

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to testify before the Senate Finance
Committee this morning to discuss an issue of tremendous concern to me, namely,
the structure of the trade policy mechanism within the U.S. Government and how it
can be changed to promote U.S. exports. Within the general framework of the trade
reorganization debate, the committee will receive testimony on different legislative
approaches to trade reorganization, two of which are (1) S. 121, introduced by my
good colleague Senator Roth and supported by the administration; and (2) my own
bill, S. 1723, which was referred to this committee.

The Senate Finance Committee also has a very strong interest in this issue be-
cause of its involvement and responsibility for the creation of the Office of the U.S.
Trade Representative (USTR). Since the committee was instrumental in drafting the
trade act of 1974 which created the Office of the USTR, I can understand your spe-
cial interest in any changes made to it. Before I turn to these proposals, I would
first like to set the stage for further discussion of trade reorganization.

TRADE OUTLOOK

As Ambassador Brock stated before the Joint Economic Committee in January,
the trade deficit is the "weak link" in our economic recovery. With a $70 billion
trade deficit in 1983 and an estimated $100 billion in 1984, how can anyone argue?

One problem is that other countries are "out-competing" us in trade. Why? (1) the
strength of the U.S. dollar makes us uncompetitive; (2) world-wide economic recov-
ery is not in sync with our own recovery. But if, when and until the economies of
other industrial nations catch-up with our own, the U.S. will continue to be at a
trade disadvantage; (3) the process certain industries are experiencing in adapting
to the changing market place is slow and painful; (4) efforts to bring the newly in-
dustrialized countries into the GATT or within the boundries of international trad-
ing rules are slow; (5) the international debt crisis continues to cripple the competi-
tiveness of U.S. exports; and (6) the U.S. is not alone in facing growing protection-
ism.

The other problem is that our government has been unable to develop a coordi-
nated approach to trade problem management. Rather than a coherent, unified
trade policy, the government makes ours in bits and pieces and calls it "free trade."
Thus, trade policy is made by the policy-maker who speaks with the loudest voice.

Subordination of trade considerations to other kinds of policy matters in areas
like fiscal, monetary , budget and foreign po liy has compounded the problem. There
is a current lack of awareness among policy-makers that trade policy is some way
i-mpacts all other kinds of government policy. Therefore, considerations on trade are
not adequately factored into decisions made in other trade-related policy areas.

TRADE REORGANIZATION 15 NECESSARY

Mr. Chairman, allievating these difficult and long-term problems demands one so-
lution: A type of trade reorganization by which the president and his representative
for trade are the chief spokesmen for trade policy-making and negotiation. Their
voices should sound the loudest on trade to coordinate competing interests within
the interagency process. Such a reorganization plan is a necessary and vital step
toward restoring our position in world trade.

If the objective of a trade reorganization plan is to elevate the level of importance
of trade within the executive branch, the creation of a DITI is not the solution. If,
on the other hand, our objective is to further weaken trade policy-making by further
diffusion, the DITI approach would be appropriate.

Furthermore, our trade community cannot wait the several years required to jui-
plement DITI. It cannot afford to have attention diverted from substantive issues
and a need for immediate action, while the focus is on organization. S. 1723 works
with the existing structure and requires immediate presidential attention to quickly
attack the core of the problem: A lack of focus on trade policy and the need to
create a "lean and mean" trade team.

In addition, any new DITI will serve the domestic industry through increased pro-
tectionism, since 85 percent of the domestic industry is import-sensitive. DITI, there-
fore, would become captive of narrow interests and may indeed become the "depart-
ment of protectionism." If the idea is to imitate other countries' vehicles of protec-
tionism, like Japan's ministry of international trade and industry (MITI) or Can-
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ada's foreign investment review agency (FIRA) or even Europe's common market,
the idea is a bad one. The answer to out trade problems is not to counter protection-
ism with protectionism.

S. 121 has already taken on overtones of an industrial policy. The bill includes a
provision establishing an office of competitive analysis in DITI. This office would
identify key troubled industries and, based on its findings, convene a tripartite busi-
ness-government-labor council to recommend corrective action.

Finally, the creation of a DITI, while creating more costs and more bureaucracy,
will not lead to better coordination among the agencies which have input into trade
policy-making. Despite a DITI, other agencies will continue to formulate policies
which impact trade. For example, tax policy (Treasury), antitrust policy (Justice),
agricultural policy (USDA), and foreign policy (State) are valid contributions to the
trade policy-making process. The secretary of DITI, who would be an equal to other
secretaries responsible for trade-competing interests, would not be able to elevate
the importances of trade to a level which transcends the political turf fights charac-
terizing the interagency process. Only the president would be able to stand above it
and coordinate these special interests.

Given these facts, I am happy to see that the Finance Committee has now become
active in considering the broader question of trade reorganization and in examining
possible alternatives to S. 121.

With the most recent debate over trade reorganization and far-reaching proposals
which threaten the Office of USTR as it exists today, I believe the committee should
reassess current trade organization and examine what should be done in this
regard. Such action is required in order to arrest further deterioration in our trade
status. If you do, I believe the following facts must be considered: (1) the realities of
international trade today and the U.S. position in world trade have changed; (2) the
current U.S. Government structure of trade is inadequate; (3) trade reorganization
is necessary; (4) the creation of a new Department of International Trade and Indus-
try (DITI) will not solve the substantive problems we face in trade today; and (4) S.
1723, while requiring more legislative substance, is a good start toward achieving
what reorganization is needed. It provides the Finance Committee a vehicle through
which a trade reorganization alternative can be developed.

The intent of S. 1723 goes a lot farther than its actual substance. At the present
time, S. 1723 (1) changes the name of the U.S. trade representative to his original
title of the president's special representative for trade negotiations; (2) changes the
name of his office accordingly; and (3) designates the president the chairman of the
interagency trade policy committee and his representative for trade the chairman
pro tem.

However, if the committee were to develop a proposal, as it should, these addition-
al elements should be inchqded;

(1) To restore the original intent of Congress under the Trade Expansion Act of
1962 which delegated authority to the President and his representative for trade to
formulate and negotiate trade policy. This authority was renewed under the Trade
Acts of 1974 and 1979.

(2) To reaffirm congressional intent permitting the trade policy-making process to
be managed by the President's representative for trade, but be closely and immedi-
ately controlled by the President. That way, when the President's representative for
trade speaks, it is just like hearing it from the President himself.

(3) Keep the office directly under the umbrella of the White House so that the
responsibility for formulating and coordinating trade strategy among the agencies
with trade jurisdiction is placed at the most visible and credible level.

This would restore the effectiveness of the interagency trade organization which
was created by the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 and has served as the basis for
trade policy-making for over 20 years.

(4) Reduce the size of the Vice of the U.S. Trade Representative. I believe the
office has taken on the bureaucratic characteristics of other Federal departments
and has lost its markings of a small office of the President.

In 1962 when the Office of the Trade Rep was created there were 25 professionals.
In late 1974, the size of the staff was approximately 40 professionals. By fiscal year
1980, USTR had 131 positions: 113 permanent slots and 18 temporary. In the cur-
rent fiscal year, USTR is operating under one ceiling of 131 permanent positions.

The growth of staff has caused USTR to lose its ability to reconcile the disparate
but valid interests of other departments which influence trade to the point where
USTR, to quote Secretary Baldrige, is only able to reach the "lowest common de-
nominator.'

(5) Eliminate the ambiguities in our trade laws to clearly define each agency's re-
sponsibilities in trade from policy-making to implementation. Our trade laws should
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clearly define who sets policy and who implements policy. While this should sound
obvious, disputes over what agency is responsible for what issue continue.

An article appearing in the Washington Potst on February 15, 1984, which I have
placed in the Congressional Record for all to read, cites the confusion over trade
policy-making. I quote:

" . . Baldrige, with his greater access to Reagan, appears to have taken control
over important trade policy decisions and negotiations away from William E. Brock.
. . . Baldrige, for instance, was instrumental in persuading the President.to tighten
restriLtions on textile imports against Brock's strong opposition. The Commerce Sec-
retary also handled key negotiations in late 1982 with the European economic com-
munity that led the Europeans to agree to limit steel exports to the U.S."

Whether true of false, I can imagine how amusing these kinds of reports are to
oUr trade partners.

(6) Eliminate the duplication and overlap of the cabinet level committee structure.
This structure administered within the White House has become overgrown, du-

plicative and confusing. There are four interagency cabinet-level committees which
in some way deal with trade issues. They are the Cabinet Council on Commerce and
Trade (CCCT); the Cabinet Council on Economic Affairs; the Trade Policy Commit-
tee (TPC); and the Senior Interagency Group on International Economic Policy
(SIGIEP). With so many different groups and interests involved, it is no wonder that
we have no unified trade policy.

CONCLUSION

The trade reorganization plan I envision would result in a strong U.S. trade
policy. Being firmly secured in the White House, it would be implemented faster,
more aggressively, and more uniformly. It would raise its level of importance to
equal that of other policy considerations like of fiscal, monetary and foreign policies.
This kind of organization of the trade policy-making machinery would also let our
trading partners know that we are serious about promoting fair trade and rank
trade policy high in priority. The arrangement would also give a unified voice and
location for the benefit of the U.S. private sector that will lead the way to trade
e1ptnsion if they are simply given a level playing field on which to trade.

The bottom line is that trade is crucial to future economic growth, prosperity and
security of our country. And only a strong, unified and understandable U.S. trade

o licy can provide the answer to our current trade dilemma. I believe S. 1723 is the
ginning of the most viable option to accomplish that end.
As we examine ways to reduce the $180 billion budget deficit, of equal and imme-

diate concern must also be the trade deficit and examining ways to reverse its
growth. I look forward to working with the Finance Committee and again express
my thanks for having this -pportunity to share my thoughts on this crucial issue.
Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. I think you have made some very good
points, particularly your emphasis on congressional intent. Under
the Commerce clause of the Constitution, trade policy is a matter
that is for Congress, and anyhing that has been done in the trade
area should have been delegated by Congress to the executive
branch.

Congress has spoken in a number of trade bills over the past 22
years or so, and what Congress said-as I understand it-is that we
want an Office of U.S. Trade Representative. We want a Trade
Policy Committee, which is an interagency group, chaired by the
USTR, making trade policy. That is how we want it done.

What has happened is that the administration has said to us, in
effect, we want to do it our own way, and we will go through the
motions of having the USTR and having a Trade Policy Committee,
but we are going to set up a separate committee called the "Cabi-
net Council on Commerce and Trade," made up of the same mem-
bers, but chaired by the Secretary of Commerce.

We are going to have the Secretary of Commerce negotiating
trade deals and making pronouncements on trade, as well as the
USTR. And it seems to me that if we have a two-headed monster
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right now, it is not because of anything the Congress has done, or
any lack of clarity on the part of Congress, but the fact that the
administration has, in effect, said that, while we have one quarter-
back leading the team, in the person of USTR, the thing to do is to
put a second quarterback on the field at the same time. It is not
enough to have Joe Theismann calling the plays. We want Bob
Howie on the field at the same time calling the plays. And then
complain that we have too many quarterbacks.

And maybe you are right. Maybe Congress should pass another
bill which says we really meant it. I mean, we really want the
USTR-b whatever name-to operate the show that is our cre-
ation, and we really want one interdepartmental Cabinet group co-
ordinating trade policy, and we want the USTR to chair it. We
don't want two or more.

So, I think-that wasn't very much of a question, I guess-but
you might want to comment on that.

Senator MATTINGLY. I guess the answer to that would be yes.
[Laughter.]

I think as a layman and as a Senator, we-Secretary Baldrige,
Brock, the President, Senator Roth, and everybody else-are all
working for the same goal. But I think what has happened in
USTR and trade in general is what frequently happens to any
agency in the Government. Once it has been established, as time
goes on, as it rolls along, it keeps picking up more and more moss.
The agency loses its real character or its original character that
was intended by the Congress. I think this is exactly what has hap-
pened to trade in the United States. And if we don't really believe
that, I think the best thing to do would be to go to somebody in the
private sector and ask him where to go in this Government to get
advice on trade.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Roth.
Senator ROTH. I would like to congratulate you for your interest

in trade and the leadership that you are showing in what I consid-
er to be probably the most important problem this Nation faces, if
we are going to succeed in having a growing and prosperous coun-
try.

I would point out that, even though we do disagree on some par-
ticulars, in S. 121 we have done some of the things to which you
refer. You talked about the importance of the President in the
policy-making role as delegated, I agree, with the chairman, by
Congress, but we do provide in our legislation that the new Trade
Policy Committee will be headed by the President. I think you are
exactly right that it is critically important that the President play
a key role in making this a national goal.

Second, in a little different way, we have also done what you
have talked about in regard to the USTR. Now, in this sense, that
we have created an advisor to the President with a very small staff
in the White House to act as an independent advisor to the Presi-
dent, without creating the problems of competition or division of
responsibility that now exist.

Now, I don't think we can blame anyone, either this administra-
tion or the last administration, for the situation we are now in. But
the fact is that under the reorganization that was promulgated a
few years ago, there was a division of responsibility to which I have

35-439 0 - 84 - 4
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made reference. In the Commerce, we have responsibility for collec-
tion of data. We have responsibility for administration of the trade
laws and policies, while the USTR has responsibility for policy-
making and negotiations. To me, organizationally, this makes no
sense. As I already pointed out, the USTR has to go to the Com-
merce with respect to back-up.

What I am trying to say, Senator Mattingly, is that we have ad-
dressed some of the problems with which you are concerned. We
have also done away with the intergovernmental Cabinet agency
that now exists, so we have eliminated that aspect of the problem.

I do want to congratulate you for your interest and we do look
forward to working with you on this most important problem.

Senator MATTINGLY. Thank you, and I might add that you are
probably one of the people who gct me interested in trade. So, I ap-
preciate your kind comments. I have no dispute with anybody.

Here in our country right now, we keep talking about the budget
deficit and trying to make a down payment on the budget, which
would be fine, but we look at the trade deficit, and everybody talks
about a $70 billion trade deficit and then it is going to go to $100
billion next year, or this year. You know, they just sort of shake
their heads and roll on.

If you had that rate of growth in the Federal deficit-about a 40-
percent growth in the trade deficit projected for this year-people
would probably be tearing down the walls out here. And for us, I
think that one major thing we need to do-as I keep repeating-is
to raise the level of concern over trade in this country-the same
level of concern that we have for the budget deficit in the mone-
tary policy in the United States.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. When the Senator says that there would be

consternation if we had that kind of an increase in the budget def-
icit, I am not quite sure what he is talking about because you have
had just that kind of a budget deficit increase-3 years ago of $58
billion, 2 years ago of $110 billion, and last year around $190 bil-
lion-that is almost doubling every year.

Both of the problems have to be addressed. I just got back from
spending a weekend in Switzerland with about 30 public officials
from around the world, most of them from the European Common
Market. Almost all of those countries are dumping on the United
States. I am not just using a trade term in that. [Laughter.]

But talking about it being our fault. We get their concerns about
increasing protectionism in this country. I don't think we really
need protectionism, but I do think we need to strengthen the laws
and the remedies we have within GATT already. And do it within
this country to really protect ourselves from dumping. Time and
time again, I have seen the infighting amongst departments, and I
see the Trade Representative, or the Department of Commerce
losing out-losing out to the State Department or whomsoever else
it might be. There is no question but what we have to change the
structure and certainly the strategy in trying to do something
about this trade deficit, in addition to the other economic problems
that we have in trade and in becoming more competitive.

Bill Roth, I introduced a bill with you a couple of years ago in
that regard. And we have had a lot of things happen in just those 2
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years-or 3. I have not made up my mind as to what that structure
ought to be, and that is why-l-am-here-I am here to listen to you,
Senator Mattingly, and Secretary Baldrige, and the rest of you.

But it is obvious that changes have to be made, and whoever rep-
resents us, it has to be more of a unified effort, and that particular
officer also ought to be pushing the legislation that substantially
changes the procedures here to expedite, to accelerate them.

Too often, we see some remedy supposedly take place long after
the fact-when it is much too late. So, I appreciate your testimony,
Senator, and your interest in it. And I will be looking forward to
Secretary Baldrige's comments in that regard.

Senator MATTINGLY. Thank you. I was not able to go to Geneva
with you. I wish I had been there, but I found warmer weather.

But what I found when I was home-which I am sure you find
the same thing in Texas-is that those in the private sector get
confused over where to go in the Government to get an answer. If
they go to, say, a particular department, they stand an excellent
chance of getting overridden by a decision from another depart-
ment. I think-and I agree with you, Senator Bentsen-that what-
ever we do should not create confusion and that we should not dif-
fuse policy more, but rather, bring the policy into one area of the
Government as it was originally intended when this committee es-
tablished the USTR in its inception. Thank you all very much.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator. Senator Long, do you
have anything?

Senator LONG. Not at this moment.
Senator DANFORTH. Secretary Baldrige.
Mr. Secretary, I think what we will do is have Secretary Tracy

testify right after you, and then we will question you both together
if that is all right.

STATEMENT OF HON. MALCOLM BALDRIGE, SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Secretary BALDRIGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That will be fine
with me.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased to
have this opportunity to testify on the urgent need to carry
through the President's proposal to establish a new Department of
International Trade and Industry.

The administration supports S. 121 as it was reported by the
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee last October with some
modifications which I will discuss. Mr. Chairman, on June 1 of last
year, the President issued a statement at the White House concern-
ing this proposal. He noted that the proposed new Department of
International Trade and Industry would allow this Nation to fully
develop its international trade opportunities and defend our inter-
national trading rights.

For the first time, a single Cabinet department would be respon-
sible for both policymaking and policy implementation. This is the
case with all of the other executive branch departments, and in the
trade area with many-if not most-of our trading partners.

Our proposal would bring together the analysis, the negotiation,
the formulation, and the implementation of trade policy, and fur-
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thermore, our proposal would recognize the important link between
international trade and domestic industry activities, as American
businesses compete more and more in the world marketplace and
meet foreign competitors in the domestic marketplace.

The need for these changes is even greater now than it was last
June. Our trade problems simply will not go away, no matter how
much we wish this might happen.

So often, the point has been made that trade interests require an
honest broker so that they receive proper emphasis. Mr. Chairman,
an honest broker is simply not enough. We need an advocate for
trade. An advocate for trade as a policy goal, not a policy tool.

The importance of our ability to compete in international trade
is central to our future economic growth and our domestic welfare.
and our national security. During the 1980-82 period, declining ex-
ports accounted for 40 percent of the rise in domestic unemploy-
ment. Total trade in goods and services now is 22 percent of our
GNP. Every $1 billion of that trade produces 25,000 jobs. Two out
of five acres of our agricultural production is for export. Trade
means jobs, and a healthy economy for the Nation, and the Gov-
ernment can play a role in improving the climate for exports in the
global market.

We can strengthen our abilities in the area of industrial analysis.
We can integrate the formulation of trade policy with the imple-
mentation of that policy-negotiation of our international agree-
ments with the execution of those agreements. S. 121 can accom-
plish those goals. It would combine within one department machin-
ery we need to develop, advocate, and implement an effective and
forward-looking trade policy.

Mr. Chairman, the Government Affairs Committee made a
number of changes to the bill during its consideration last October.
In the interim, the administration has had an opportunity to con-
sider carefully the work of the committee and reach a consensus
view on the major issues presented. I would like to discuss these for
a moment at this time.

The Government Affairs Committee adopted an amendment pro-
viding for the establishment within the new Department of an
Office of Competitive Analysis. The amendment further provides
that the Secretary shall establish, on the recommendation of this
office, industry sector competitiveness councils, composed of repre-
sentatives of business, labor, and industry, to make recommenda-
tions to the Secretary.

We are sympathetic with the committee's approach to getting
advice from industry concerning our overall competitiveness. How-
ever, the administration believes that the existing Industry Sector
Advisory Committee [ISAC] framework is well suited to this proc-
ess. We therefore would substitute the existing Industry Sector Ad-
visory Committee structure for the Competitiveness Council provi-
sions, while clarifying that the function of the committees is to
make recommendations, not to decide policy.

We agree with the Governmental Affairs Committee that trade
issues need proper recognition in the area of national security. This
is a valid concern. I wish to assure the committee of my personal
interest in this area. Nevertheless, I cannot agree that the new
Secretary should be a member of the National Security Council.
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The Council is not primarily a trade-oriented body, and further-
more, I am satisfied that, to the extent necessary and appropriate,
the new Secretary-or any Cabinet member for that matter-will
have adequate opportunity to participate in the deliberations of the
Council, and make his or her views known.

There is provision for such participation in existing law. Never-
theless, we would accept language in the bill expressing the intent
of Congress that the Secretary be permitted to participate in delib-
erations of the Council where trade matters are involved. That is
most certainly happening in actual practice now.

The Governmental Affairs Committee also added provisions to
the bill creating the Council for International Trade, Economic,
and Financial Policy. These provisions arose out of the committee's
concern that trade issues should be properly coordinated at the
White House level, and that they be properly coordinated with
other issues as well.

This is a valid concern. We are sympathetic to it. The adminis-
tration originally had proposed to build on the existing Trade
Policy Committee as a means of streamlining and improving the
interagency coordination process. We are pleased that S. 121 has
adopted a similar approach. Under the bill, the President would be
the chairman of the Trade Policy Committee, and the new Trade
Secretary would be the chairman pro tem.

The Secretary of Agriculture would serve as vice chairman of
this committee. In addition, the membership of the committee
would be codified. The broad mandate of the Trade Policy Commit-
tee would remain unchanged, and we think this mandate is broad
enough to accomplish the purposes intended by the bill. For these
reasons, we believe that the need for an additional Cabinet-level
body has not been demonstrated at this time.

I should also say that there are already a number of interagency
bodies whose purview includes trade issues. In addition to the
Trade Policy Committee, there is a Cabinet Council on Commerce
and Trade, the SIG/IEP, and others. It is our view that these
bodies can and ought to provide the kind of coordination and over-
sight which trade and international economic issues deserve, with-
out our creating yet another body.

Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, we are willing to study this ques-
tion further and report back to the Congress, if necessary, on the
need for further organizational changes. That, of course, would in-
clude looking at changing what we have now.

The reported bill also provides for the position of the adviser to
the President for international trade.

We recognize that the President needs to have among his White
House staff a trade element for coordination purposes as well as to
ensure that he gets the full picture. It may be that the President
ought to designate an office and a staff within the executive office
for this purpose.

But the President also requires flexibility in his staffing arrange-
ments. He should have enough flexibility to be able to staff in the
manner in which he can work the best. It is our view that the
President ought to be able to organize executive offices around his
-own needs and not have positions such as this established by law.
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Let me discuss for a moment the agricultural issues raised by the
bill. In designing its original proposal, the administration sought to
combine the functions of the USTR with those of the new Secre-
tary, while retaining unchanged the existing authorities and re-
sponsibilities of the Department of Agriculture.

I wish to make quite clear that the administration does not favor
any modification of, and will not modify, the existing functions and
responsibilities of the Department of Agriculture. We are pleased
that the bill would emphasize Agriculture's role--by ensuring that
the Secretary is consulted on any matter having even the potential
for involving his Department, and by providing that the Secretary
would be the vice chairman of all delegations negotiating agree-
ments which touch on agricultural matters.

I might add that, under the bill, the Secretary of Trade may dele-
gate his lead negotiating responsibilities to the Secretary of Agri-
culture in their entirety.

Therefore, in our view, the presence of an Under Secretary in
the new Department would really be counterproductive. It is bound
to cause confusion, both within and outside the Government, as to
the proper role of the new Department, and would cut against the
goal of undiminished agriculture responsibility.

We think the Department of Agriculture is doing a fine job in
the area of agricultural trade, and the administration is strongly
opposed to any provision which would disturb Agriculture's current
role in this area.

The committee also added a provision requiring the submission
to the Congress, under certain circumstances, of international eco-
nomic competitiveness impact statements.

We obviously are also concerned-as is the Governmental Affairs
Committee-that the President properly consider the effect of his
actions on international competitiveness of our industry. However,
the competitiveness impact statements are just not the way to go to
achieve our goal, Mr. Chairman. This administration is trying to
reduce the burdens of unnecessary paperwork inside and outside
the Government. We are trying to deregulate industry so it can
move faster and respond to changing situations. To add this re-
quirement, with its built-in delays, to any action the President may
want to take in the domestic or international arena really does not
make sense in my view. So, we would like to see this deleted from
the bill.

I would like to touch on two other issues raised by the bill, as
reported by the Governmental Affairs Committee.

The first is the required study relating to a trade personnel
system. This administration has taken a number of steps to up-
grade and improve the administration of our trade laws, including
the recruitment of highly qualified people. So, we are sympathetic
to the reasons underlying this provision.

Our principal reservation is that it does not appear to offer the
Secretary the degree of flexibility we think is appropriate in this
area, particularly in making a determination as to whether an en-
tirely new system is required. We would like to say that the subject
merits careful study. We will look at it, but we do want some flexi-
bility.
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Finally, may I say a word about the office of Small Business
Trade Assistance that would be established by the bill. The admin-
istration supports the establishment of the office because we think
it will serve a useful purpose.

We are opposed, however, to the grant program called for in the
bill. We think it would be too expensive in our view in this era of
budgetary restraint. It would be difficult and complex to adminis-
ter, and therefore, we are opposed to the grant program itself,
while supporting the office.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me state that the administration
remains strongly supportive of this proposal. We strongly support
this bill with some of the modifications that I described.

The Governmental Affairs Committee has reported a responsible
and much-needed bill. We look forward to working with this com-
mittee and other Senators to assure its prompt passage. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Malcolm Baldrige follows:]

TESTIMONY OF MALCOLM BALDRIGE, SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

Mr. Chairman and members of the -ommittee, I am pleased to have the opportu-
nity to testify before this committee on S. 121, and on the urgent need to carry
through on the President's proposal to establish a new department of international
trade and industry.

The administration supports S. 121, as it was reported by the Senate Governmen-
tal Affairs Committee last October, with some modifications which I will discuss in
a moment.

Mr. Chairman, on June 1 of last year, the President issued a statement at the
White House concerning this proposal.

The President noted that the proposed new department of international trade and
industry would allow this nation to fully develop its international trade opportuni-
ties anddefend our international trading rights.

For the first time, a single cabinet department would be responsible for both
policy making and policy implementation. This is the case with other executive

ranch departments, and, in the trade area, with many of our trading partners.
Our proposal would bring together the analysis, negotiation, formulation and im-

plementation of trade policy. Furthermore, our proposal would recognize the impor-
tant link between international trade and domestic industry activities, as American
businesses compete more and more in the world marketplace.

The need for these changes is greater now than it was last June. Our trade prob-
lems will not go away, no matter how much we may wish this would happen.

So often, the point is made that trade interests require an "honest broker" so that
they receive proper emphasis. Mr. Chairman, an "honest broker" is not enough. We
have got to have an advocate for trade-an advocate for trade as a policy goal, not a
policy tool.

The importance of our ability to compete in international trade is central to our
future economic growth, our domestic welfare and our national security. During the
1980-1982 period, declining exports accounted for 40% of the rise is domestic unem-
ployment. Total trade in goods and services now stands at 22% of GNP and every $1
billion worth of that trade produces 25,000 jobs. Tn 1982, our exports accounted for 5
million jobs within the United states. Approximately one out of every 8 U.S. manu-
facturing jobs is directly due to exports. Two out of every five acres of our agricul-
tural production is for export.

Mr. Chairman, trade means jobs, and a healthy economy for the nation.
Government can play a role in improving the climate for exports in the new

global market. We can strengthen our abilities in the area of industrial analysis. We
can integrate the formulation of trade policy with the implementation of that
policy; the negotiation of our international agreements with the execution of those
agreements. S. 121 can accomplish these goals. It would combine within one depart-
ment all the machinery we need to develop, advocate and implement an effective
and forward-looking trade policy.

These institutional changes are essential to improving our trade situation overall.
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Mr. Chairman, the Governmental Affairs Committee made a number of changes
to the bill during its consideration last October. In the interim, the administration
has had an opportunity to consider carefully the work of the committee and reach a
consensus view on each of the major issues presented. I would like to discuss these
for a moment at this time.

The Governmental Affairs Committee adopted an amendment providing for the
establishment within the new department of an office of competitive analysis. The
amendment further provides that, upon the recommendation of this office, the sec-
retary shall establish "industry sector competitiveness councils," composed of repre-
sentatives of business, labor and industry, to make recommendations.

We are sympathetic with the committee's approach to getting advice from indus-
try concerning our overall competitiveness. However, the administration believes
that the existing industry sectoradviisory committee ("ISAC") framework is well-
suited to this process. We would therefore substitute the existing industry sector ad-
visory committee structure for the competitiveness council provisions, while clarify-
ing that the function of the committees is to make recommendations, not to decide
policy.

We agree with the Governmental Affairs Committee that trade issues need proper
recognition in the area of national security. This is a valid concern, and I wish to
assure the committee of my personal interest in this area. Nevertheless, I cannot
agree that the new secretary should be a member of the National Security Council.
The council is not primarily a trade-oriented body. Furthermore, I am satisfied that,
to the extent necessary and appropriate, 1he new secretary-or any cabinet
member, for that matter-will have adeL.de opportunity to participate in the de-
liberations of the council and make his or her views known; there is provision for
such participation in existing law. Nevertheless, we would accept language in the
bill expressing the intent of Congress that the secretary be permitted to participate
in the deliberations of the council where trade matters are involved. That is most
certainly happening in practice now.

The Governmental Affairs Committee also added provisi,-is to the bill creating
the position of the council for international trade, economic and financial policy.
These provisions arose out of the committee's concern that trade issues be properly
coordinated at the White House level, and that they be properly coordinated with
other issues as well.

This is a valid concern, and we are very sympathetic to it. The administration
originally had proposed to build upon the existing trade policy committee as a
means of streamlining and improving the inter-agency coordination process. We are
pleased that S. 121 has adopted a similar approach. Under the bill, the President
would chair the trade policy committee, and the new trade secretary would be the
chairman pro tem. The Secretary of Agriculture would serve as vice chairman of
the committee. In addition, the membership of the committee would be codified. The
broad mandate of the trade policy committee would remain unchanged. We think
this mandate is broad enough to accomplish the purposes intended by the bill.

For these reasons, we feel that the need for an additional cabinet-level body has
not been demonstrated at this time. I should also say that there already are a
number of inter-agency bodies whose purview includes trade issues. In addition to
the trade policy committee, these include the cabinet council on commerce and
trade, the SIG/IEP, and others. It is our view that these bodies can-and ought to-
provide the kind of coordination and oversight which trade and international eco-
nomic issues deserve, without the necessity of creating yet another body for this
purpose. Nevertheless, we are willing to study this question further, and report back
to the Congress, if necessary, on the need for further organizational changes. The
reported bill also provides for the position of the advisor to the President for inter-
national trade.

Mr. Chairman, we recognize that the President needs to have among his White
House staff a trade element for coordination purposes as well as to ensure that he
gets the full picture. It may be that the President ought to designate an office and
staff within the executive office for this purpose.

However, the President also requires flexibility in his staffing arrangements. It is
our view that the President ought to be able to organize the executive office around
his own needs and not have positions such as this established by law.

Let me discuss for a moment the agricultural issues raised by the bill.
In designing its original proposal, the administration sought to combine the func-

tions of the USTR with those of the new secretary, while retaining unchanged the -
existing authorities and responsibilities of the Department of Agriculture.

I wish to make quite clear that the administration does not favor any -niodifica-
tion of, and will not modify, the existing functions and responsibilities of the depart-
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ment of Department of Agriculture. We are pleased that the bill would emphasize
agriculture's role-by ensuring that the secretary is consulted on any matter having
even the potential for involving his department; and by providing that the secretary
would be the vice-chair of all delegations negotiating agreements which touch on
agricultural matters. (I might add that, under the bill, the Secretary of Trade may
delegate his lead negotiating responsibilities to the Secretary of Agriculture in their
entirety.)

Therefore, in our view, the presence of an under secretary in the new department
would be counterproductive. It is bound to cause confusion both within and outside
the government as to the proper role of the new department, and would cut against
the goal of undiminished agriculture responsibility. We think the Department of Ag-
riculture is doing a fine job in the area of agricultural trade and the administration
is strongly opposed to any provision which would disturb agriculture's current role
in this area.

The committee also added a provision requiring the submission to the Congress,
under certain circumstances, of "international economic competitiveness impact
statements." We obviously are also concerned, as is the governmental affairs com-
mittee, that the president properly consider the effect of his actions on the interna-
tional competitiveness of our industry. But, competitiveness impact statements are
just not the way to go to achieve our goal, Mr. Chairman. This administration is
trying to reduce the burdens of unnecessary paperwork both inside and outside of
government. We are trying to deregulate industry so that it can move faster and
respond to changing situations. To add this requirement, with its built-in delays, to
any action the president may want to take in the domestic or international arena
really does not make sense in my view. So we would like to see this deleted from the
bill.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to touch on two other issues raised by the bill as reported
by the Governmental Affairs Committee.

The first of these is the required study relating to a "trade personnel system."
This administration has taken a number of steps to upgrade and improve the ad-
ministration of our trade laws, including the recruitment of highly qualified people,
so we are sympathetic to the reasons underlying this provision. Our principal reser-
vation regarding the provision is that it does not appear to offer the secretary the
degree of flexibility we think appropriate in his conduct of the required study, par-
ticularly in making a determination as to whether an entirely new system is re-
quired. We agree, however, that this subject merits careful study, and we will look
at it further.

Finally, a word concerning the Office of Small Business Trade Assistance that
would be established by the bill. The administration supports the establishment of
this office believing that it can serve a useful and needed purpose. We are opposed,
however, to the grant program called for in the bill. This program would be expen-
sive-too expensive, in our view, in this era of budgetary restraint. The program
would also be complex and difficult to administer. We are therefore opposed to this
program.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me state that the administration remains strongly
supportive of its proposal, and we strongly support this bill, with some of the modifi-
cations I have described. The Governmental Affairs Committee has reported a re-
sponsible and much-needed bill. We look forward to working with this committee
and other Senators to assure its prompt passage.

That concludes my prepared statement Mr. Chairman. I will now be happy to
answer any questions you may have.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Tracy.

STATEMENT OF ALAN T. TRACY, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY
FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND COMMODITY PROGRAMS,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Mr. TRACY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will just summarize if I might. We support the proposed legisla-

tion as so elegantly outlined by the Secretary of Commerce.
There are some items of particular interest to the Department of

Agiculture that I would like to discuss briefly.-
Within the Department of Agriculture-the Foreign Agricultural

Service works with a number of agencies whose work bears on agri-

35-439 0 - 84 - 5
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cultural trade. Perhaps the most important of these is the Com-
modity Credit Corporation, which is the source of most Govern-
ment agricultural export credit, and of all of the commodities that
are used for overseas food donations and for other uses.

There is a growing awareness of the link between domestic farm
programs and the export success of the United States. This has led
to an increasingly close relationship between the Foreign Agricul-
tural Service and the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service, which administers the domestic programs. In fact, they
both report-both of these agencies report-to the Under Secretary
for International -Affairs and Commodity Programs, as their efforts
are very intertwined, and in fact, the groups that they are involved
with are the same groups on both the domestic side and the foreign
side.

In addition, the Foreign Agricultural Service works closely with
the Department of Agriculture agencies that are responsible for
food and veterinary inspections for both the import and the export
of products. The interests of these agencies-of the Agricultural
Service, of the farm and business communities that they serve-all
overlap, and it would be counterproductive to move the Foreign
Agricultural Service outside of the Department of Agriculture as
proposed in S. 121.

In fact, I think it is unrealistic to attempt to remove the role in
international trade from the Department of Agriculture. Similarly,
we feel that establishing an Under Secretary of Agriculture in the
new Department, as reported by the Governmental Affairs Com-
mittee, would be redundant and would work against the objective
of streamlining U.S. trade regulations-or trade operations.

Mr. Chairman, I would again like to express the USDA's support
for the proposed legislation and emphasize the importance to U.S.
agriculture of retaining for the Department of Agriculture its au-
thority in market development. Our market development program
was based on almost 30 years of experience. It has been developed
by the USDA in the private sector for over 25 years of shared trial
and error. It is very unique. It is effective. And it is highly regard-
ed by the agricultural community. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Deputy Under Secretary Alan T.
Tracy follows:]

STATEMENT BY ALAN T. TRACY, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege to appear before the committee to discuss agricul-
tural trade and trade policy and express the Department's support for the Adminis-
tration's proposal for the creation of a Department of International Trade and In-
dustry. No subject is more important than trade to U.S. agriculture which has come
to depend heavily on exports as a source of income and growth. During the 1970s
and into the '80s, U.S. agricultural exports nearly tripled in volume and went up six
times in value.

Our farmers, who once derived about 10 percent of their income from exports,
now depend on foreign saies for one-fouth of their marketing returns. The harvest
from one-third of their cropland moves into export.

Farm exports went down last fiscal year, and while we expect a little higher value
of exports this fiscal year, the recovery from recession in other nations is behind the
United States. The global economy, the dollar, third worlf debt problems and other
factors bear on industry as they do on agriculture. But agriculture faces the added
problems of global overproduction and serious trade distortions, largely caused by
competitor export subsidies and border protection.
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The Department of Agriculture, with the help of the Congress, the Executive
Branch, and the private sector, has acted to meet this situation in a number of
ways.

In addition to the record level of export financing last year, we have announced
an additional $1 billion for a total of $4 billion in commercial export credit guaran-
tees in FY 1984; we have continued the blended export credit program and we have
sharpened and boosted funding for our market development activities.

We have, in a concerted Administration effort, strongly urged by word and action
Japan and the European Community to alter their unfair trading practices. Both
are leading markets, and the Community is also our leading competitor.

Blended credit has been an outstanding success. It combines direct, interest-free
credit from the Commodity Credit Corporation with CCC commercial credit guaran-
tees to finance export sales of U.S. farm products.

Since the beginning of the program in 1982, blended credit has been approved to
finance sales of more than 6 million tons of agricultural exports.

Last year, we opened a U.S. Agricultural Trade Office in Jidda to promote the
sale of U.S. farm products in Saudi Arabia, the largest agricultural market in the
Middle East and the fastest growing market for value-added products. This month,
Secretary Block announced the opening of our ATO in Algiers.

This is the 12th trade office to be opened since the Congress, in the Trade Act of
1978, authorized their use and mandated that at least 6 of the offices be established.

The Trade Act is one of many legislative tools for agricultural market develop-
ment that have been provided by the Congress, going back to the Trade Develop-
ment and Assistance Act of 1954, or PL 480, which provided the mandate and the
funds for expanding U.S. agricultural exports.

PL 480 provided the basis for the Department to establish a market development
relationship between the government and the private sector that remains unique in
the trading world today.

I am referring to our cooperator market development program. Market develop-
ment cooperators are non-profit U.S. commodity organizations that work overseas
with the Department's Foreign Agricultural Service to develop markets for their
own commodities.

Export expansion activities in foreign markets are planned and funded jointly by
FAS and the cooperators, who execute the projects.

The cooperators apply private sector expertise representing all aspects of their
business-production, processing, marketing-to expand the use of U.S. farm prod-
ucts in foreign markets.

The program has grown from a single wheat cooperator working in Japan to more
than 50 full-time cooperators with projects in about 80 countries promoting almost
the whole spectrum of U.S. agricultural products.

And the program has changed as it has matured. The private sector share of fund-
ing has increased, Fnd cooperator administrative autonomy has been enlarged. Fi-
nancial participatio by USDA has doubled in 10 years while that of the cooperators
has gone up by mot, than three times.

We have also developed pinpoint planning, in which FAS commodity specialists,
cooperators, and U.S. agricultural attaches and counselors work together to deter-
mine what activities would be most effective to expand the export of a given com-
modity to a given country.

Pinpoint planning with the cooperators has cemented an already close relation-
ship betweent the Department of Agriculture and the private sector. It is a relation-
ship in which commodity specialists from each cooperator group work one-on-one
year around witir-their counterparts in FAS, and the leadership in the cooperator
organizations has ready access to the leadership in USDA.

We value this relationship highly and the work of these cooperator groups speaks
for itself. The wheat cooperator, for example, was largely instrumental in moving
the populace toward wheat consumption in their daily diet in Japan, which today is
a more than 3-million ton annual customer for U.S. wheat farmers. Cooperator
showed governments and farmers in the European Community that soybean meal
could be more efficient than fishmeal in livestock rations and the Community today
buys close to $4 billion worth of U.S. soybeans and products a year.

Cooperator feeding trials helped boost exports of U.S. corn to South Korea and the
level of 3.8 million tons, and cooperators are active today in China, providing the
basic education and technology necessary to develop that huge potential market for
U.S. wheat, feed grains, soybeans, seeds-and other products. In FY 1985, we have
asked for an increase of about $4 million in the cooperator program.

Within the Department of Agriculture, the Foreign Agricultural Service of neces-
sity works closely with several agencies whose work bears on agricultural trade.
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Perhaps the most important of these is the Commodity Credit Corporation, which
is the source of most government agricultural export credit and of all commodities
for the overseas food donations for other uses.

The growing awareness of the link between domestic farm programs and export
success has led to an increasingly close relationship between FAS and the Agricul-
tural Stabilization and Conservation Service, which administers domestic programs.
In addition, FAS works closely with Department of Agriculture agencies that are
responsible for food and veterinary inspections for both import and export of prod-
ucts.

The interests of these agencies, FAS, and the farm and business communities they
serve overlap, and it would be counterproductive to move FAS outside the Depart-
ment of Agriculture as proposed in S. 21.

Elsewhere within the government, our export programs and activities have bene-
fitted from the cooperation of other departments and agencies in the Executive
Branch.

We consult with them and work with them in matters of trade access, competitor
practices, and the execution of programs to expand agricultural exports.

This cooperation has been particularly close with the U.S. Trade Representative
in developing and implementing trade policy strategies.

It is essential that this relationship be preserved, and we are confident that it will
be under the provisions of the Administration's proposal, which would create a new
Department of International Trade and Industry.

The proposed legislation would leave the market development role and functions
of the Department of Agriculture unchanged, and we believe that the provisions
that would designate the Secretary of Agriculture as vice chairman of the Presi-
dent's Trade Policy Committee and permit him to he designated as trade negotiator
for agricultural commodities makes an important contribution to the President's ini-
tiative to better integrate trade policy and trade implementation. It can be of great
benefit to U.S. agriculture.

That being the case, establishing an Under Secretary of Agriculture in the new
department would be redundant and work against the objective of streamlining U.S.
trade operations.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like once again to express USDA's support for
the proposed legislation and to emphasize the importance to U.S. agriculture of re-
taining for the Department of Agriculture its authority in market development.

Our market development program is based on almost 30 years of experience, and
has been developed by USDA and the private sector over 25 years of shared trial
and error. It is unique, and it is effective.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad to respond to ques-
tions.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Tracy, I think that your testimony has
very clearly pointed out the fallacy of the whole bill. That is to say,
you say that this is all well and good so long as Agriculture is
counted out. We don't want Agriculture's voice being taken over by
the Department of Commerce.

And I think you have recognized, in your testimony, implicitly,
maybe, that the interests of Agriculture in international trade are
not necessarily the interests of heavy industry in international
trade. That there is going to be a difference of approach, witnessed
as recently as last year with the Chinese textile situation. It is my
understanding that Agriculture had a very clear position and that
the Commerce Department had an alternative position, which was
in conflict with the Department of Agriculture, and it was really
for the USTR to try to broker the two positions and to pull Agricul-
ture's chestnuts out of the fire. Am I correct?

Mr. TRACY. I don't think so. Maybe you would like to comment,
Mr. Secretary.

Secretary BALDRIGE. Our interests were not different. I think the
best way to address that question, Senator, is to say that we have
to-when I say we, I mean the administration-take into account
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everything affecting our overall relationship with China, and we
did.

The Chinese said that they would do this if this happened. I
think they have a perfect right if that is the way they want to con-
duct their foreign relations, but we can answer in any way we see
fit as an administration, and we did.

I don't see that as a problem. I further think that the Depart-
ment of Commerce recognizes that in the case of Agriculture, the
FAS has worked so well and the present USTR/Agriculture rela-
tionship on rn:gotiating has worked so well that there is no reason
to disturb that-no reason in the world.

Senator DANFORTH. This bill is opposed, Mr. Secretary, as far as I
know, by virtually every agricultural group in the country.

Secretary BALDRIGE. That is not true. That is simply not true.
The corn growers-I don't have a list of them right here, Senator,
but--

Senator DANFORTH. I do.
Secretary BALDRIGE. I do have the statement of the Midwestern

Governors' Conference last October. Those are the 13 Governors of
the Midwestern farm States, including your own-this is their
statement.

"International trade is vitally economic to the well-being of the
Midwestern States who face increasing barriers in overseas mar-
kets. Also, protectionism in Midwestern States. The United States
clearly lacks a defined trade policy. The Midwestern- Governors'
Conference supports legislation to reorganize the trade function of
the U.S. Government and create a new Department of Internation-
al Trade and Industry" and so forth.

Now, those are the Governors of 13 farm States.
Senator DANFORTH. The bill in its present form is opposed by the

American Farm Bureau, the National Grange, the American Soy-
bean Association. It is opposed by the National Association of
Wheat Growers, the Poultry and Egg Institute, the National Soy-
bean Processors Association, the Millers National Federation, the
U.S. Feed Grain Council, the National Cattlemen's Association, the
Grain Sorghum Producers Association, the National Forest Prod-
ucts Association, and it goes beyond agriculture.

Even though you have kept the Agriculture Department out of--
it, they view it as a threat because they see the handwriting on the
wall that Agriculture is going to be co-opted in its export efforts by
an administration which is going to become increasingly protec-
tionist because the Commerce Department which is the voice of
heavy industry and traditionally the voice of protectionism insofar
as there is one in the administration-is going to be taking over
trade negotiations and trade policy matters.

Secretary BALDRIGE. Senator, I couldn't disagree more with ev-
erything you just said. The Commerce Department is not increas-
ingly protectionistic. I would say that 85 percent to 90 percent of
the businessmen in the United States of America are free traders.

Certainly there are some declining industries that want more
protectionism, but close to 90 percent of the businessmen are for
free trade. We see that time and again, and I think it is really
amazing in a way that in a year where we are having $100 billion
trade deficit, we have seen very little in the way of protectionist
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steps taken by the United States. We have seen very little, Senator.
Now, there is no way to show that, in a new department, where-I
emphasize-the USTR will be the Secretary, and vice versa, that
department will become a protectionist agency, unless the Presi-
dent of the United States is a protectionist. If he is a free trader, it
will be stronger for free trade. If he is a protectionist, it will be
stronger for protectionism. It is an executive branch department.
There is nothing in the organization itself that demands it be one
way or the other, with the exception that most of the businessmen
are free traders. Their business depends on it.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. I think, Mr. Secretary, you make a very important

point, in the sense that whether the administration is going to be
protectionist or a liberal trader-or whatever you may want to call
it-is going to depend upon the policy of that administration.

So, what we are trying to provide here by reorganization is a
strong advocate for that policy. Now, I happen to be a strong be-
liever in liberal trade policy, and I think we have built into the
system something that will promote that, but I would just point out
one thing. It is wrong to say that this structure will in and of itself
decide future policy. The next election will decide that.

Now, let me point out with respect to Agriculture that it is im-
portant to understand that essentially this proposal is making no
change. The core of the new department is a USTR who is part of
the office of the Secretary. So, we are keeping that elite profession-
al group there. The relationship between the Secretary of Agricul-
ture will be the same with that USTR.

I would also point out that we have written into the law that any
negotiations that involve agriculture-the Secretary of Agriculture
will be the vice chairman-or as you pointed out-he could even be
the chairman, if it is basically agriculture. So, we built into the law
protection for Agriculture, which does not want to be included as
part of the new Department. --

Let me just make one other observation for my colleagues that I
made earlier, because I think it is important for them to under-
stand. In reporting this legislation from the Governmental Affairs
Committee, we did ensure that the role of the Finance Committee
is maintained. The Secretary of the new Department would come
before this committee for confirmation.

We have had that confirmed by the Parliamentarian. I think
that is an important fact to be understood. But I would like to go
back, Mr. Secretary, and ask you two or three questions, if I may.

One is that the statement has been made that organization in
and of itself is not important, and that it would take too long to
implement at this time when we have other more pressing prob-
lems. Now, I have never claimed that organization is any solution,
but isn't it true that it is one leg of the table? That good organiza-
tion is necessary for strong policy?

Secretary BALDRIGE. I would say 35 years of experience with
working in organizations has led me to the firm conclusion that
you can't get from here to there without the right organization. An
organization or lack of an organization can destroy your effective-
ness and ability to carry out whatever program you want to carry
out.
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Now, that doesn't mean that, if you have a good organization,
and you don't have the right program, things are going to work
either. But it is a sine que non. You simply can't get from here to
there without being organized to do so. I think that is so obvious-
at least to me-that I maybe haven't spent enough time on it.

Senator, I think the chairman said that, as matters now stand,
the Congress meant to give all of the trade matters to the USTR. I
can't agree with that, Mr. Chairman, because Congress clearly gave
the Department of Commerce export promotion, industry analysis,
export controls, and our antidumping countervailing duty laws.
But is also gave the USTR sections 201 and 301. It gets us in the
ridiculous position of often having to decide where policy imple-
mentation ends and the making of policy begins. Those gray areas
can be very difficult to figure out. We administer some trade laws.
USTR some others. Therefore, foreign governments and businesses
shop around.

The perfect example of that is the steel business. Last year, the
steel cases were brought. Carbon steel was 95 percent of the indus-
try. Specialty steel was 5 percent. Specialty steel started with
carbon steel coming to us under thc countervailing duty laws. They
decided during the process to leave, go to the USTR, and put a 301
in. Then they saw that we were going to get an arrangement with
a countervailing duty. So they came back and wanted to get in
under that. It was too late to do it then. The Europeans couldn't
agree to it, so they went back and ended up with a 301, 201.

Now, that is all the steel business. It is just two different parts of
the steel business. They can go back and forth. That is no way to
organize anything. Policymaking and policy implementation have
to shade into each other because, if the implementation is impossi-
ble, you have to change the policy, and vice versa. It should be in-
one place.

Senator ROTH. Could I, Mr. Chairman, just ask one followup
question because I think it is very important to bring out the divi-
sion that now exists and fully understand what that means.

The way it works now is you have got in the Commerce Depart-
ment responsibilit for collection of facts and figures. Then, you
move over to USR, which has responsibility for policymaking.
Those two factors are very interrelated because your policy often
depends on what you learn as to the factual situation. Yet, they
are two different agencies.

Then, you go on to the negotiations. That is the responsibility of
the USTR, with the Commerce responsible for the administration
of those laws. Again, when policymaking, negotiations, and admin-
istration begin, it is extraordinarily difficult to differentiate respon-
sibility. And as I said, both members of this administration in testi-
mony before Governmental Affairs, as well as the witness who
served in the Carter administration, said that this confusion meant
that large portions of the time of their top officials-10, 20 per-
cent-had to be spent trying to sort it out and that it creates chaos
and turf in-fighting.

Secretary BALDRIGE. I think that the problem-one of the prob-
lems at least-is that people like-and I like the phrase myself-
the idea of a lean, mean trade organization. The trouble is-and I
learned this in some of the battles I was in before I came to Wash-
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ington-you can't always be mean if you are too lean. USTR has
130 people at the most. Now, I heard somebody make the state-
ment today that that was getting to be too much of a bureaucracy.
Well, in all of the difficult interagency' decisions that have to be
made in the U.S. Government-where the USTR is supposed to
have the lead on policy, as was correctly stated-where you get
into things like what effect the dollar is having on trade, how do
you know what effect sanctions will have? When you are in the
interagency discussions that go on that are of tremendous impor-
tance to trade, you just don't have the backup-the muscle-
behind an organization that is too lean.

By taking the parts of Commerce that do havp that backup that
make up our GNP, that make up leading indicators, do industrial
analyses, and so forth, by having that in the same department with
the USTR as the head of it, then there is no dichotomy. Then, the
same Cabinet-ranked USTR/Secretary is in charge of an organiza-
tion that has the muscle to stand up to Treasury and State and De-
fense if he thinks they are wrong-he may not always win, but he
will have the background and the backing to be able to do that.

Now, industry groups go around and broker as I have described.
They very nicely call on everybody, and that is the reason for my
statement regarding the lowest common denominator. Our trade
problems are too important now. You know, 20 years ago that was
all right. Now, with $100 billion deficit, it is just too important. We
can't handle things that way.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I think

the example of what happened on specialty steels where it wen*,tNo
the White House and they were talking about a 301, and then they,
in turn, seem to lead them to the ITC for a 201-and that takes 6
months at least to accomplish to get relief there. I think that is the
sort of thing that we ought to be trying to avoid, and we do need
some kind of a combined effort in this process.

Let me ask you in particular why you are objecting to this: There
must be more to it than what you have stated here. Why are you
objecting to the required study relating to trade personnel systems?
I don't see where that is restrictive. It seems to me that gives you a
great deal of latitude. I know that I have gone to a number of these
negotiations where we can have some very bright people there rep-
resenting us, but they don't have a long history of experience. And
I have listened to the other side talk about things that happened 10
years ago or 15 years ago-agreements made then-and the long
experience-and all they felt they had to do was to wait until an-
other set of our people showed up at the next negotiation-that
they would just outwait them. And I would really like to see us
move away from that and have some people that have the experi-
ence and have the kind of salaries and have the kind of back-
ground where this is what they are seeking and it is not just a
stepping stone to some other position.

I would like us to do what has to be done in the way of upgrad-
ing the qualifications and the tenure of those people. I don't under-
stand your objection to the study.

Secretary BALDRIGE. I don't have any objection, Senator. I agree
with what you say. What we were objecting to was the apparent
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requirement of the bill that we create the equivalent of a new For-
eign Service group with the same kind of organization, the same
kind of rules.

While I agree with everything you have said, I would like the
flexibility of studying how best to work that from the Commerce
Department's point of view, which may not be the same as the
setup that the State Department has.

Senator BENTSEN. I don't have any objections to that, but the bill
itself puts those kinds of limitations on you and the study. Is that
what I am to understand?

Secretary BALDRIGE. Yes, we felt it did, Senator, but I would be
glad to go back and study that because we both want the same end
result. I just want enough flexibility so that I don't get tied down
on specifically how to do it. But we will come back and report on
that to the Congress.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me ask Secretary Tracy something here. In
talking about another round of GATT talks, one of the things obvi-
ously that has to be discussed is subsidies, which really weren't
dealt with in GATT as it is now structured. I thought what we did
in Egypt with the wheat flour sale- was something that got their
attention-made them understand that two could play at that
game. It might really bring them to the negotiation table when we
do have another round of GATT in dealing with subsidies.

What is the attitude of the Department concerning future ac-
tions in that regard?

Mr. TRACY. We have none contemplated at this time, Senator,
but we certainly reserve the possibility of taking further action. At
this point, our negotiations are very sensitive on both subsidy
issues and on the issues of cap reform, which I think you are famil-
iar with-proposals by the European Community to restrict impor-
tation of-and feed, for instance, so these things are all very inex-
tricably entwined and-at a very sensitive point right now.

Senator BENTSEN. I might ask the Secretary-Secretary Bal-
drige-on the question of the private sector advisers-:-I note in a
report on trade reorganization issued last August, the Advisory
Committee trade negotiations-and that is the pinnacle, as I under-
stand it, of this advisory network-they stated that the status of
this entire Advisory Committee system-and that is some thousand
private sector advisers-and the access and role of the private
sector in trade policy development generally is in doubt, in all reor-
ganization proposals. And yet, I know that they were very helpful
in the Tokyo round.

In all candor, I don't want too much insulation for whoever is
negotiating for us, and when you state something about you think
what we need is an advocate-so do I. And they need that kind of
an input. I would like to know what role you would expect him to
play?

Secretary BALDRIGE. As great or more important a role as they
play now, Senator. I don't know who said-I don't think that was
my statement or the administration's-that the Industrial Sector
Advisory Committees' role is in doubt. It has never been in doubt.
We depend on them a great deal. As a matter of fact, we use them
more and more as time goes on and things get more complicated.

35-439 0 - 84 - 6
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There would be no question about the continuing and increasing
importance of those ISAC's.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. Mr. Chairman, I have more than 5 minutes worth

of questions. I think I will just pass now and come back in later on.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I had a statement about my S. 21, introduced on January 26,

1983, which I would like to put in the record.
Mr. Secretary, you are surely right that organization is funda-

mental to the functions of Government. Freud said that anatomy is
destiny. And organization is policy in so many fundamental ways.

The present organization of trade functions of the U.S. Govern-
ment arises from a period when American competitiveness in the
world was a given, and when we had to do little to advance or
ensure our world position. We have seen the effects of this organi-
zational arrangement the last 3 years. I hope all the members of
this committee read the passage in the Economic Report of the
President-the Council Report-that, said that, measured against a
basket of 10 major currencies with which we trade, the dollar has
appreciated 52 percent since 1980.

That is an export tax of 50 percent and about a 35-percent
import subsidy. No sane government could let that happen if it
were organized to think, and act, about the problem.

And we are not organized to confront the problem. We have scat-
tered trade functions in eight different Cabinet departments and
six independent agencies. It seems to me-and I think what the
chairman of the subcommittee believes that we have got to orga-
nize. It might take us a decade, or perhaps even a generation, to
overcome the overvaluation of the dollar in the last 3 years. We
may have lost some markets permanently. Our most competitive
industries are the ones that export, and these industries are the
ones with the greatest burden, because the appreciation of the
dollar has increased their prices by 50 percent in foreign markets.

But what concerns me and what concerns, I think, the chairman
is that unless you bring into an organization of government those
interests which are export-oriented, you will drift into a depart-
ment which advocates trade protection, not promotion. You won't
mean it. You won't plan it. It won't be your purpose at all. But the
protectionists will be the clients of the Department and the protec-
tionists will be those who get the assistant secretaryship positions
when administrations change and new officials come to Washing-
ton. I wonder if you don't think that the- proposed structure of the
new Department of Trade would be a problem?

Secretary BALDRIGE. I would, Senator, if U.S. businessmen were
protectionist, but no matter how many times I say this, I see some
raised eyebrows-I want to tell you, Senator, honest and truly, you
can make any survey you want. It will come out the same every
time. Eighty to ninety percent of U.S. businessmen are free trad-
ers. It is in their own advantage to be so.

The National Federation of Independent Businessmen, the small
businessmen in the country, have stated that overwhelmingly time
and again. Large businesses, the ones that you get some protection-
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ist surge from are the declining industries that, for one reason or
another, or mature industries that haven't kept up technologically.
Some of them have, but some of them haven't, and there will
always be a cry for protectionism. Always. I mean, that is just in
the nature of the industry.

But it is wrong to say that American businessmen are protection-
istic. They definitely are not.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Secretary, I don't wish to interrupt you.
I didn't say that American businessmen were protectionistic. I said
that the concerns of those interests looking for protection will con-
centrate on this new Department as it is now proposed.

Secretary BALDRIGE. They are concentrated now, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I was one of the three people who negotiated

the long-term cotton textile agreement for President Kennedy in
1962. Secretary Blumenthal, Hickman Price, and myself. The tex-
tile industry in this country is not a declining industry. It is a
fairly prosperous industry, and I am sure, to a man, the industry
executives answer surveys saying they are for free trade. But, by
golly, they got that textile agreement.

Secretary BALDRIGE. No, they wouldn't, Senator. The textile in-
dustry has had protectionism worldwide-not just the United
States-but the industry worldwide. That is the only worldwide
quota system we have got, and that should not be copied. That is a
case in itself. I think the whole world would agree to that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I don't disagree with you.
Secretary BALDRIGE. We have the kind of thing you are talking

about-the pressures-now. For example, automobiles and steel.
They both came to the Commerce Department. They both came to
the White House. They wanted a local content bill passed. They
wanted a steel quota bill passed. And you see the reaction of this
administration and myself. We are strongly opposed to local con-
tent. We have strongly opposed the steel quota bill.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Let me make one point clear: I am not sug-
gesting anything about your personal views, which are very clear
and straight, and, I might add shared by many members of this
committee.

My point is that the kind of organization you put together pre-
dicts the outcome of the effort. I strongly believe that your propos-
al creates too narrow an organization to fully reflect the interests
of the United States in world trade. But that is my opinion and I
am sure that others on this committee have differing views.

I thank the Chair, and I thank you, Mr. Secretary. I didn't want
to suggest anything personal in my remarks.

Secretary BALDRIGE. Oh, no. I wasn't taking that personally. I
am just practicing up for a speaking career, I guess. [Laughter.]

Senator DANFORTH. I know I have another question to ask, but I
think Serotor Lcng's chance is past due now.

Senator LONG. I would just as soon wait until you ask your ques-
tion. I have some questions here which will probably surpass my 5
minutes, so I will wait.

Senator DANFORTH. All right. Mr. Secretary, Congress has al-
ready spoken. Congress has spoken in something !;ke three differ-
ent trade acts. And what Congress said was that we want an office
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in the Office of the President which will have the responsibility for
creating trade policy and for negotiating trade agreements.

Now, that was to be the USTR and the USTR chairing the Trade
Policy Committee. That was what Congress said-in its wisdom del-
egating its responsibility under the Constitution-its responsibility
over international commerce. So, the Trade Policy Committee was
created. Statutorily, the USTR was the chairman, the Secretary of
Commerce was the vice chairman, and the other members were to
be the Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary of Treasury, Secretaries
of State, Labor, Defense, Interior, Transportation, Energy, Justice,
OMB, CEA, NSC, IDCA.

Comes now the Reagan administration and creates not by statute
but on its own initiative a Cabinet Council on Commerce and
Trade, chaired by the Secretary of Commerce. The members being
USTR, Agriculture, Treasury, State, Labor, Transportation,
Energy, Justice, and CEA. The same members minus two or three.

Now, we say in Congress that we want the USTR to be the nego-
tiator and the USTR to be the policymaker. So, the USTR enters
into a variety of negotiations. It enters into a negotiation with the
Japanese relating to NTT. The Commerce Department then jumps
in and enters into a separate set of negotiations with the Japanese
relating to NTT. USTR negotiates with the Japanese on targetting.
Commerce jumps in and negotiates on targetting. USTR negotiates
on high tech. Commerce negotiates on high tech. Is it any wonder
that other governments start shopping around and U.S. industries
start shopping around, with different trade policies and different
negotiators?

You go down to Mexico City on January the 23d and announce
the U.S. Government's support for a bilateral commercial agree-
ment between the United States and Mexico. You act as the
spokesman on international trade. That was not the USTR. It was
not cleared by the Trade Policy Committee. The Trade Policy Com-
mittee's consensus on what to do about the Chinese textile case
was overturned by the Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade,
and I am told that the Commerce Department made available to
Taiwan a memo stating its opposition to the investigation being
conducted by USTR under 301 of Taiwan's subsidized rice exports.

So, in other words, Congress has acted. Congress has said who we
think should make poli.-y and who we think should negotiate trade
arrangements. And then, the administration decides-as I said ear-
lier-to put a second quarterback on the field at the same time.
Now, my question to you is-if Congress acts again -and we pass an-
other law and we set up another name for a Cabinet Council and if
we create a new Department of Trade, which we say is going to
have responsibility for creating trade policy, what is to stop an-
other administration-say the Mondale administration, or the
Glenn administration, or the Hart administration-from having a
Secretary of the Treasury who says that he wants to get involved
in trade policy so that a new interdepartmental council is set up of
the same Cabinet members, chaired by the Secretary of Treasury,
who then commences on his own a series of negotiations and a
series of pronouncements on international trade? Why wouldn't we
be right back to where we are now, except for the fact that we
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would have gone through a couple of years of moving people's of-
fices and moving people s desks around?

Secretary BALDRIGE. Mr. Chairman, may I have your permission
to take your last question and be able to rephrase it, or at least add
a phrase? You say, the allegations that I made are correct-NTT,
high tech, Mexican trip, and so forth. You have put your finger
right on the problem that we run into time after time, and any
future administration would run into it the same-way.

Let me take them one at a time. The NTT Agreement was a 3-
year agreement. In the wonderful organization of the U.S. Govern-
ment, USTR is responsible for negotiating that agreement. The De-
partment of Commerce is charged with implementing the agree-
ment because we have the expertise-the technical expertise-that
you can't expect the USTR to have with the size of the organiza-
tion he has-100 plus people. We have NTIA [the National Tele-
communications and Information Agency], that did a lot of work on
the telephone bill. We are involved in all the technical aspects of
that. Therefore, we are involved with the implementation of the
agreement.
_$Sr-when the negotiation time comes up for the new NTT Agree-
ment, the first question you have to ask is does it work? Has it
worked? What are the opinions of the people who have been work-
ing on the implementation and the industries involved?

And that is why we were involved in that. And in any future ad-
ministration, if they had any commonsense, they wouldhave to go
the same way. You have to go where the expertise is.

On the high-tech working group with the Japanese, the same
thing-all over again. Again, the dichotomy. The USTR is a negotia-
tor. Nobody is disputing that. On the high-tech working group, you
get into tremendously complicated kinds of high technology where
that knowledge can either make or break you in negotiation. It is
not simple. therefore, with agreement of the USTR, the USTR and
Commerce are joint chairmen of the high-tech working group, and
it is just as appropriate for one or the other to speak up because of
that setup, and that was agreed to by the USTR.

You stated that I went down to Mexico and gave a speech before
the American Chamber of Commerce there in which I said that
they ought to take more U.S. investment, ease up on their invest-
ment laws-which I am glad to say they have done-and that they
shouldn't subsidize. Now, if there is anything in there to upset Con-
gress or another Government agency, I would be very much sur-
prised.

The fact is, again, that most of the difficulties we have had with
the Mexicans have been with their constant subsidization of ex-
ports to the United States. We are responsible at Commerce for the
countervailing duty laws and antidumping laws. The USTR is re-
sponsible for negotiations. Therefore, Bill Brock and I agreed to be
cochairmen of the Joint Commerce and Trade Commission with
Mexico, and we have been joint chairmen for 3 years.

And we can both speak, but we arranged it that way because so
much of that responsibility is in the Commerce Department. You
can mention case after case after case, but you bring up those
cases, Mr. Chairman, and I think that proves the point I have been
trying to make. There is no way for this or any other administra-
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tion to isolate either Commerce or the USTR in one of these plastic
bubbles that will allow no outside germs to get in and keep them
pristine or whatever the original intent of Congress was.

I would say if something could work better, that we would be
well advised to look at it, and that is the reason for our proposal.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions at this time. I

may later, but I have nothing further at this time.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator LONG?
Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, I think all of us have a right-at

least from my point of view-to complain about the way this is
working as of now. Do you think it is in our national interests for
us at this point to be running a deficit of $100 billion a year in our
trade account?

Secretary BALDRIGE. Not with 25,000 jobs per billion. That is 2V2
million jobs.

Senator LONG. That is the point I was going to get to. I just noted
that down. Now, I think-and some people will say you are losing
more than 25,000 jobs per billion-but let's just take that figure,
because I think that is a conservative figure. That is 2V2 million
jobs we are losing with $100 billion a year deficit in our balance of
trade.

As far back as I can recall-and I think this started about the
end of World War I-back about the time I was born-we always
had a lot more money invested in other countries than they had
invested here. Now, these big deficits will turn this thing around so
we will be a debtor nation even though we are the richest nation
on the face of the Earth. Now why should we do business that way?

Secretary BALDRIGE. We will be a debtor nation by 1985 or 1986,
at the- present rate.

Senator LONG. Now, can you explain to me what in the name of
commonsense do we have being a debtor nation when we are one of
the richest nations on the face of the Earth, on a per capita basis?

Secretary BALDRIGE. Because of our trade deficit and our Federal
deficit overall.

Senator LONG. Doesn't it make sense that they ought to be owing
us money rather than us owing them money? Here we are borrow-
ing money from poor countries to keep going. Now, what kind of
sense does that make?

Secretary BALDRIGE. With a $100 billion trade deficit, the money
has to come from the outside.

Senator LONG. Now, part of this problem, of course, has to do
with our situation with Japan. Their policies assure their produc-
ers that they have a lower interest expense and then they have a
marketing advantage because we have great difficulty selling into
their market. Furthermore, they have a currency exchange rate
which keeps their currency valued at anywhere from 20 to 40 per-
cent below our currency. Is that correct?

Secretary BALDRIGE. The yen has swung, and I think the relative
values are wrong. I think the yen is undervalued compared to the
dollar. We truly, Senator, cannot find that the Japanese are delib-
erately manipulating the yen to keep that same ratio. I can't make
that statement. But the yen-dollar relationship is hurting us, and
the same is true of the mark, and the franc, and the lire-as a
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matter of fact, to an even higher degree than the strength of the
yen against the dollar.

Senator LONG. Now, not trying to tie you to any particular
policy, but could you give me some indication as to how that
matter could conceivably be handled if someone had the authority
to do it-to get that matter straightened out?

Secretary BALDRIGE. I think the first and foremost thing we
would have to do is to get the Federal deficit down, Senator, on the
theory that that would get interest rates down. Lower interest
rates are what would help us in that ratio between the dollar and
other currencies. The fact -that the deficit is so high is holding
those interest rates up, in my opinion.

Now, there are other reasons, of course, why money is coming
into the United States and keeping the dollar so high. One of them
is that this is a relatively secure economy. People think that the
recovery will keep on. They have a good chance of holding inflation
down. It is a safe haven compared to a lot of the rest of the world,
but there is nothing we can or should do about that part of it. But
we can get the dollar down if we reduced our deficits, and that
would help us in our trade deficit also. I don't know of another way
except one that would be very short term, and that is intervention,
which we have decided against-except in the disorderly market
case-because there simply isn't enough money to intervene effec-
tively over a long range of time. We have negotiated with the Japa-
nese an agreement where they will do more to nationalize the yen,
but the results of that will be very slow in coming.

Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, I don't see how, the way we are
doing business-and I don't see that you are recommending any
significant change in it-I don't see how we are going to get from
where we are to where we need to be. I don't think you can negoti-
ate away the $20 million a year deficit that you will run with
Japan this year. They sent the Prime Minister over here. It looked
to me like what he was suggesting that Japan would do-or what

-he tried to agree to-in a relative term wouldn't have been enough
to fill an eyedropper, and notwithstanding all that, when he went
home, they wanted to dress him out of office, and he had to retreat
from what he said he would do.

And it seems to me that if we are going to get out of this kind of
a trap, this Nation is going to have to do some things unilaterally
that we would be accused of being a protectionist for doing. Now,
after World War II-at a time when we were the richest and every-
body else was relatively poor compared to us-we agreed to this
thing in the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade that they
could give back, refund, those value-added taxes at the border, and
then when we sent something to their market, they could charge it
to us. If you take an 18-percent value-added tax-and there are
some as high as 20-then a 20-percent tax rebate when their arti-
cle leaves their shore headed this way. That is enough to pay for
the insurance and the freight and give them a 10-percent subsidy.
Then, when we send something ini their direction, they have got a
20-percent tax waiting for us-all on the basis of uniformity-we
don't have any rebate. What rebate do our people get when they
send something to Europe?
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Secretary BALDRIGE. They had DISC, but they have been com-
plaining about that. I agree with you.

Our DISC was supposed to offset their rebate in fact.
Senator LONG. That would cover about 3 percent of it, I would

guess. What would you guess?
Secretary BALDRIGE. Maybe 5 or 6, but not more than that.
Senator LONG. So, it is a drop in the bucket compared, and they

are raising a great smell about the DISC. Now, Mr. Secretary, I
don't know how we are going to turn this thing around, but I am
satisfied that whoever does it will have to do the kind of thing
John Connally did when he was Secretary of the Treasury. Do you
recall what he did?

Secretary BALDRIGE. I can't remember everything he did, Sena-
tor. I remember some of them.

Senator LONG. The upfront thing-the thing that attracted the
most attention-was he started out by announcing a surcharge,
didn't he? The 10-percent import surcharge.

Secretary BALDRIGE. That is right.
Senator LONG. He proposed the 10-percent imports surcharge on

import coming into this country until we could get the balance of
payments and trade deficit under control. Now, I think that is the
way he started. Do you recall, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary BALDRIGE. Yes, I do. I believe it was not enacted.
Senator LONG. Please check that, Mr. Secretary. That was in

effect for a while. And he used that to give himself some leverage
to try to work out a better arrangement with other countries.

I am just saying that it seems to me that if we are ever going to-
get this thing under control, there has got to be some strong moves
taken to tell some people that here is how it is going to be unless
you want to help us work this thing out. We will have to do some-
thing to strengthen our hand because I just submit negotiating is
not working. I supported these Presidents and these Secretaries of
Treasury and all the rest of them-I helped to create the STR and
wanted to make it a Cabinet-level. What have we achieved? We
started out with about a $2 billion deficit and now we have got a
$100 billion deficit. Now, obviously, on the face of it, what we have
done is not enough.

I am just saying that we are going to-I don't see any choice but
to face up to our problem. Now, this trade program has been sold
to the American people on the theory that it was going to be-
one-reciprocal. Two, it was going to be fair. And I submit to any
fair-minded person that it is not reciprocal and it is not fair, and
all ou have got to do is look at the record to see it.

N ow, someone is going to have to turn the thing around. I don't
see how we can justify it with all these people out of work. We let
people cheat on those rules in every way but loose, and we don't
respond. Now, we have to look after our own interests.

Senator Herman Talmidge went over there to Japan many years
ago-when he was on this committee-and complained about the
situation, and they said are you criticizing Japan for doing what
they are doing to create jobs and invade the American market? He
said, I don't criticize the Japanese Government for one moment for
looking after the Japanese people. What I criticize is our Govern-
ment for not looking after the interests of our own people. If you
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want to know what the average worker thinks about it-if he
knows anything at all about this-they are concerned about losing
all these good jobs, and I see you are nodding. You are kind of con-
cerned about that, too.

Is there any good reason why we shouldn't have a balance of
trade and a balance of accounts in trading with the rest of the na-
tions on earth?

Secretary BALDRIGE. That is obviously a very complicated ques-
tion, Senator, and I don't want to duck it, but there are some other
reasons besides what is happening under our trade laws. I will say
this-having come from that sector-I don't think that the U.S.
management was too shiny, particularly in the 1960's and 1970's.
We lost a lot of competitive edge, and that includes sdme of the ar-
rangements made with the unions. Labor rates went up higher
than productivity did, but there was a lot of management fat and a
lot of self-satisfaction. We were the best in the world and couldn't
be overtaken. And we were overtaken on ridiculous things like
quality. We never should have lost the quality leadership in the
world, and that is a straight management fault.

We have got to get that back. We are getting it back. But some of
those factors are reasons for this large trade deficit now. Some of
them are just flat-out management's faults and labor's faults. Some
of them are the result of past Government policies. We have put
too much regulation on. We got involved in all of this inflation, and
so forth. We didn't do enough to ensure that free trade is a two-
way street, and I am particularly speaking of the Japanese there.

We have-despite some criticism from time to time-been a very
free trade administration overall with the problems we have been
facin and I think that the Japanese are going to have to realize
that Free trade has got to be a two-way street, not a one-way street,
or we can't keep it up. We have warned them. We have talked to
them. We have spent hours talking to them about that, and we
have warned them that if we don't see the kind of opening up cf
their markets that we hope and expect will come this summer,
then we can't predict what the Congress does.

Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, if I were the Japanese, and Amer-
ica kept saying if you people don't treat us better, and give us a
better break, the Congress might act; if I were told, "Congress is
going to act, they are going to do something someday if you people
don't treat us more fairly than you are doing now," then once I got
those doors closed with those Americans out, I would say look, all
they are doing is talking and it is just like a dog barking-let them
go ahead and bark. Now, if they were to get around to biting, then
we may have to talk to them, but meanwhile, just speak back softly
and say, look, this is all right. We will talk about it, and we will
think about it, and that is all I would give. I would give nothing
but conversation as long as all you are getting is conversation from
Uncle Sam.

But when you see some action over there, that is the time when
you had better start taking a look at your hold card to see whether
you want to accommodate those American interests.

I just want to mention one other item here if I can just take a
few minutes, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Roth. Here is one little
item that concerns Louisiana, because we are just one of the States
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that is going to get the worst of it. Several years ago, in my judg-
ment, Secretary Schlesinger should have let that deal go through
to buy that natural gas out of Mexico. The pipelines had signed the
contract. They were going to sell the gas, and we were paying them
a lot less for the gas than you are going to pay the Algerians and
others. No, sir, Mr. Schlesinger said. I don't think he is that fool-
ish-I just think he had some horrible advice by incompetent
people over there in DOE. He broke up the-deal, if you will recall.
He said they can't sell the gas to anybody else.

The Mexicans-as you might expect-were outraged about it.
They resented ,being treated like second-class citizens, and so they
said we will Jbst keep the gas and we will use it ourselves. What
did they do? They borrowed money wherever they could borrow
it-including our own banks-and proceeded to build these big
chemical plants and put the gas into the chemical plants.

Now, they are selling the products of those chemical plants into
our market. I don't know if you are familiar with how they sell it,
but let me just say how they price it, from the best I can make of
it. They price it just backwards from the way that we price our
products. The selling cost goes in first. The transportation cost
comes in second. Labor and the other expenses-that comes in
their place-and the cost of the natural gas goes in last. If they
have to price that gas at zero-and that is 70 percent of the cost in
some cases-they will put it at zero if they have to to make sure of
a profit in trading with us.

Now, I am-told that the best advice we can get is that this ad-
ministration does not plan to complain about that practice. If that
is how it is going to be, then you might as well shut down every
chemical plant we have got in America that is processing natural
gas into a product. It is just a matter of time before you will lose
them all.

The Saudi Arabians are in the process of doing the same thing
with regard to refineries. And if we are not going to do anything to
defend our interests, you might as well start shutting down our re-
fineries because we can't compete if they are going to.put the raw
material in at zero cost.

Now, do you think that that kind of a practice is to be tolerated?
Secretary BALDRIGE. Senator, finally, we have come to a place

where we can disagree. [Laughter.]
You know, we did take a look at that Mexican situation under

countervailing duties on cement. The technical issue is this. Under
the GATT [the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade] and under
our trade laws, to find a subsidy, as was charged in the case of nat-
ural gas, we must find that the subsidy is used specifically for
export for a certain category of industry.

That would make it a subsidy. If the Mexican Government sells
natural gas to all industry-domestic and exporters-for the same
price-so no matter what kind of a piant you are running if you
used a certain volume, you would get the same price-even if that
price is lower than the United States would charge-as long as
they do it across the board to all industry, and not just for export-
ers, that is legal under GATT.

Senator LONG. Does Mexico abide by the GATT?
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Secretary BALDRIGE. No, Mexico is not a signatory to GATT, but
the way we have to define a subsidy is determined under our trad-
ing laws.

Senator LONG. All right. Now, we are talking about how we
ought to do business. If they are not going to abide by GATT, why
should we?

In other words, it is just like saying here is a rule of fair trade.
The other guy is not abiding by it. If he is not going to abide by it,
why should you let him put you out of business? You are playing
by one set of rules and he is playing by another?

Secretary BALUDRIGE. We then have to change it for every other
country around the world, Senator. We see the comparative advan-
tage going in favor of natural gas in Mexico and Saudi Arabia--

Senator LONG. Now, is Saudi Arabia abiding by the GATT.
Secretary BALDRIGE. No, to the best of my knowledge.
Senator LONG. No, they are not. Of course, they are not. Saudi

Arabia is part of the OPEC cartel, Mr. Secretary. What I am
saying is this, Mr. Secretary. If somebody chooses to play by the
rule book when it suits his purposes, and when it doesn't suit his
purpose, then he chooses not to play by the rule book-you have
got no business letting him have all the advantages of it. And then
when it is not to his advantage to follow the rules, he puts your
people out of business. That is the point that we went into. This
thing was supposed to be reciprocal. And if they aren't playing by
the rule book, you shouldn't let them put you out of business hold-
ing you to a rule that they are not playing by.

Secretary BALDRIGE. To do what you suggest, Senator, we would
have to change the law in the Congress.

Senator LONG. That is what we are here for. That is what you
testified for-change of the law.

Secretary BALDRIGE. Yes. The law as it is set up now-we
couldn't do what you are talking about.

Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, that gets back to what I told you.
Now, I made a speech over there to those Europeans that they
didn't appreciate a bit because they felt it was protectionist. I said
this thing was sold to the American people on two ideas. One, it
was going to be reciprocal. Two, it was going to be fair. Let me tell
you about your trade policy. If you are going to go out there and
tell the American people-one, it is not going to be reciprocal, and
two, it is not going to be fair, and we are going to continue to lose
jobs and be kicked all over the lot by letting other people cheat on
the rules while we abide by them-you can t sell it. You can't sell
it that way-not to anybody who is losing his job.

We in Louisiana are in the process of losing 20,000 good jobs-
the way I figure it-by a crowd that doesn't abide by the rules.
Now, if they were abiding by the rules, we would be getting some
jobs back. No, sir. It is strictly a one-way deal.

Why should the American people continue to support something
where we abide by a bunch of rules, while the other people do not?
Where they can just put us out of business left and right-willy-
nilly-by not trading with us and not buying from us. They black-
ball us-you might say-as an exporter while they invade our
market, and then engage in first one unfair practice and then the
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next, and they get away with it, and hold us to the rules that are
supposed to be reciprocal.

And they are not abiding by it. They are not being fair, and they
are not being reciprocal. How can you justify that? Losing our jobs
and our markets on that kind of a basis?

Secretary BALDRIGE. I am not completely justifying everything
you are talking about,-Senator, but you know--

Senator LONG. You are telling me that right now they can do
that within the law. What I am saying is why shouldn't we change
the law?

Secretary BALDRIGE. Then, I think you would have to consider
these factors. One, there are developing countries that, through
GSP or some other means, we as a nation have determined, need
assistance until they can become competitive. Second, I don't think
it is as clear-cut as you are making it on whether some nations
abide by the rules and others don't. We have gone, in general, by
the law of comparative advantage, where if in our trading system
we can make things more competitively than other people can, so
be it, and we keep the trade channels open, and vice versa.

Now, if we were to take the steps that you recommend on natu-
ral gas in Mexico, you are aware, I know, that natural gas is still
under some controls and has been in the past in the United States.
And that has affected the- textile industry because they use it in
some of their raw materials. And we have had some serious com-
plaints from the British and some of the Europeans on whether to
take us to the GATT on that, too. We, in effect, are doing some of
the same kinds of things.

We do regulate natural gas in this country. Now,, you can say it
is not as much, and so forth, but we do regulate it, and we have
been threatened with some suits from abroad. They haven't hap-
pened yet-at least to my knowledge.

I wish it were just simple enough to say we ought to have a com-
pletely reciprocal program, but countries can't do business that
way because your country-if you are Mexican-is going to have
the advantage in some areas, and the United States is going to
have the advantage in some other areas. You can't make it com-
pletely reciprocal. You have to have some kind of a world trading
pattern to go by, but then if people don't live by it, we ought to get
after them. And I-share the views you have on the fact that we
haven't gotten after some countries enough.

But in other cases, there are some real problems-in some of the
developing countries.

Senator LONG. Now, Mr. Secretary, it just seems to me that the
Government has every right to know, in general, what business is
doing in this country. Now, when these American banks were lend-
ing hundreds of millions-and I should think billions-of dollars
down there in Mexico to build a whole new industrial complex, if
part of that picture was that that was to put a lot of American in-
dustries and a lot of American plants and a lot of American work-
ers out of their jobs-if that is what we are doing-we are taking
our taxpayers' money and putting it down there in loans that
might never be paid off-and if the loans are not paid off, they are
going to come ask the Go-,ernment to make those loans good for
them-our Government-when we are doing that type of thing, I
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should think that this Government ought to be looking at what the
sum total effect is going to be.

And if part of that program is going to be to put Americans out
of business on a program that is not reciprocal and not fair, if that
is what the program is going to be, then we should have looked at
that in the beginning. And perhaps we should have said to Mexico:
Now, wait a minute, if you want to build some plants, let's us think
in terms of where we very well could use more imports from
Mexico. Look at these things that we are bringing in from Japan
and these things you are bringing in from Taiwan and other areas
where we have an enormous deficit in trading with those people.

But to be a party to a program where the sum total result is you
are displacing American workers-honorable, decent people-with-
out those people ever having a chance-and you are wiping out in-
vestments made in good faith in this country, while many of those
people are being blind-sided, not realizing what is being done to
them-to me it is not fair, and they are entitled to a better ac-
counting from the Government than that.

Secretary BALDRIGE. Senator, I think the accounting would work
somewhere along these lines. A couple of years ago-this isn't true
now-when our exports to Mexico were at their height, we were
running at an annual rate of $18 billion. Now, that is 450,000
American jobs created by exports to Mexico. At the same time,
Mexico's total foreign investment-I mean, foreign ownership or
foreign people putting plants down in Mexico-including the
United States-but including everybody, was only 4 percent of
their total plants. We had some well-publicized investments down
there, but we came out ahead on the job picture in my opinion.

Now, we've had a tough 2 years since then. I will grant that.
Their imports have dropped rather dramatically. They have almost
been cut in half, but they can't import from us unless they can
export. We are inexorably interwoven. We have got to keep the
channels open because the more we can buy from them, the more
they can buy from us.

And that is not bad for the United States.
Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, I would submit to you that a wiser

set of policies should be-one-to buy from them what we logically
ought to be buying from them. We should be buying a lot of that
natural gas. Why didn't we buy it? It was just because someone
down there in the Department of Energy said that they have no
choice. Eventually, they will have to sell to us, and they will have
to sell at our price. Well, their reaction was that they did have a
better choice. We had American banks offer them the chance to
have another choice.

That is No. 1. We should have bought natural gas from them, on
something that they were willing to agree to. That is No. 1.

No. 2. In terms of helping them to solve their problem, we should
have been looking in the areas where we could absorb the imports.
There are all kinds of things that they are producing down there-
they are being made in Hong Kong and in Taiwan, and being made
in Japan-with American investment and American cooperation,
we could have put the plants in Mexico to provide them the oppor-
tunity to put their people to work. And I see you are nodding be-
cause you know we could do things like that.
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[Secretary Baldrige nodding affirmatively.]
Senator LONG. And I would assume that if we created what you

are talking about, that is part of what you are supposed to be
doing.

Secretary BALDRIGE. Yes.
Senator LONG. In other words, if they expand their markets, you

ought to be looking at where their markets are going to be, and we
ought to be one of those markets. Why couldn't we be the market
for a great deal of this stuff that is coming out of Japan and
Taiwan?

Secretary BALDRIGE. We could.
Senator LONG. That is how I think it ought to be. Mr. Secretary,

I am all for the idea of using foreign trade to tell American indus-
try and to tell American labor that they have some inefficient
practices. They have got some featherbedding. American business
has got bad management practices, and bad labor practices that
must be corrected.

I would even go to the extent of saying that you fellows will have
to take a cut in pay and a cut in your fringe benefits if you want to
retain your jobs; that otherwise, we are going to let these foreign
products move in and put you out of business. Now, it is all right
with me to do that type of thing where management and labor are
out of line, but when they do what you tell them they ought to
do-they get their costs down, they get more efficient, and labor be-
comes more productive-even take a cut in pay if need be, and
they do all those things-if they have got to go out of business,
anyway-I don't think that makes much sense. Now, I want to
know what you think about that.

Secretary BALDRIGE. It really depends on the business and the
company. I would like to be able to say that every U-S. company,
where they have good management and work hard, should be guar-
anteed a place in the business sector forever, but you can't do that.
There are competitive areas where we can't compete for a lot of
reasons-one of them, raw materials perhaps-and some very
labor-intensive areas where we can't do it.

If we start guaranteeing every one of our people a j€,b for those
kinds of reasons, the only way we could do it would be to put up
protectionist barriers around the United States. And that would
hurt us worse and lose us more jobs than before. Now, where we
have seen industries injured who were superbly competitive, it has
almost always been by some form of subsidy or dumping or unfair
trade acts. We have tried to move as quickly as we can.-I think the
record of this administration has been good on that, Senator. We
have had, I think, 177 countervailing duty and dumping cases in
the last year. We processed them in all in 5 months, or thereabout,
and we haven't missed one statutory deadline. So, we get after
them when they are brought to us.

Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, the problem we are talking about
is similar to the question of whether the end justifies the means.
Does the end justify the means? Now, we are talking about legisla-
tion. We are talking about changing laws. We are talking about
changing policies. It gets down to be a question of whether the end
justifies the means.
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Some people say the end never justifies the means. That is
wrong. It is all a matter of degree. It is a matter of degree when
you look at the various factors that are involved in this thing-
whether the end justifies the means. But compared to where we
are now, when we are running a deficit of $100 billion a year, to
use your own estimate, it is costing us 21/2 million jobs a year. Now,
at that rate, I submit that the American working people and the
American producers in general including the farmer are just enti-
tled to a lot better break than they are getting. Do you agree with
that or not?

You are nodding. Let the record say the man is nodding.
[Secretary Baldrige is nodding.]
LLaughter.]
Secretary BALDRIGE. Senator, you know my high esteem for your

abilities. You and I both know you can't make a simple yes or no
answer to that question. That is why I was nodding and I can put it
on the record that I am nodding.

Even something like the 21/2 million jobs isn't that simple be-
cause in that figure there are offsets that would bring the number
down some. But it is a terrible number of *obs. There is no question
about that. It is a large number of jobs. iWe have got to do some-
thing about the trade deficit and there is no question about that.

I think-that getting that down depends a great deal on our Fed-
eral deficit, as well as some other measures that we should be
taking.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Roth?
Senator RO'rH. I just have one comment I would like to make.

Senator Long, I must confess that I have a lot of sympathy for
some of the things that you have said today and earlier. I remem-
ber back in 1974 that I supported you strongly, including in those
negotiations on the authority and direction to modify GATT and
also the agricultural policy in Europe.

Frankly, I think GAT needs to be reviewed as to whether its
policies are relevant to today's situation, and I am for a liberal
trade policy. But I think, we have questions. How do you compete
with a Government-owned corporation? So, I think that we do need
to look at our policy, and as a member of the committee that has
the responsibility, I would like to join you and look at some of
these problems.

With respect to the legislation we are looking at today-S. 121-
what we are hoping to create is a strong advocate. You may not
agree with all the details, but in effect, what we are trying to
create is some instrumentality in Government that can speak in
loud, clear tones for the American Government.

And 1 think one of the problems we have had in the past was
that, while it was done for the best of reasons and we are the larg-
est-And the biggest, this Government has not created the kind of
situation we want.

So, the only point I wanted to make to you, Senator Long, is the
fact that to get the strong trade policies that I think this country
needs requires many changes. One is in the policy area, as you are
characterizing. The other is, I think, in trying to create the kind of
advocate for trade policy that we can speak in the same aggressive,
long, loud tones that the Japanese and the others do. Unfortunate-
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ly, because of the division, we have spoken many times with a di-
vided voice.

Senator LONG. May I just say, I am not asking you, Senator
Roth, or the Secretary, to commit yourselves to my position with
regard to the details of these issues at this point. But I am saying
that I don't see much point in changing all these trade laws and
reorganizing if you don't have anything in mind after we get
through with all that. From-my point of view, we have every right
to complain about the way the situation is, and if we are not going
to change it, I don't know why we are fooling around with all this.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Secretary, in answer to Senator Long's
question, could you submit for the record-or maybe spell out
now-what policy changes you think would flow from the creation
of the new Department of Trade?

Secretary BALDRIGE. I will be glad to, Senator. But let me answer
Senator Long and yourself first. We are talking about a simple-in
concept-organizational change. We are talking about bringing the
vital parts of Commerce that affect trade and the USTR together,
department iy department. There will be very little mingling so it
won't take long to do. It is like putting a whole section under the
new heading.

This is an organizational change, and when I say simple in con-
cept, believe me, it is. I have been through a 100 reorganizations,
and this is a piece of cake as far as getting it done. I am a novice in
Washington, so I hadn't realized that any reorganization that Con-
gress gets involved in would create as much interest as it clearly
has. But I can't say-and I wouldn't say, because it wouldn't be
true-that you can guarantee a particular policy thrust coming out
of it.

What I can guarantee is that, to address the problems you are
talking about, Senator-and I know both Senators are worried
about it-let's say the $100 billion trade deficit-the new Depart-
ment would be able to take that problem, recognize it as an overall
problem, figure out what the best policy approach would be, and
then try and get that through the administration-with I believe-
much more success than the divided efforts we make now.

In short, the USTR as the Secretary of the new Department-a
combination of the two with him as a Cabinet officer and with the
backing of the much-strengthened organization-would be much
more forceful an advocate and more able to win his -position inside
the administration councils, whether it was to get the budget defi-
cit down or anything else.

There is no way in a reorganization change that you can say,
first tell us a policy, and then we will tell you the organization.

Senator ROTH. It might depend on who is elected next November.
Secretary BALDRIGE. Pardon?
Senator ROTH. I said those policies might depend upon who is

elected next November. What we are trying to create here is an ad-
vocate-a strengthened organization-for whatever those new poli-
cies may be. Isn t that correct?

Secretary BALDRIGE. Absolutely.
Senator DANFORTH. If the new administration, Mr. Secretary-

let's say, Senator Mondale was elected-perish the thought--
[Laughter.]
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Senator DANFORTH. And he has taken a position in his campaign
that he is going to support domestic content and other protectionist
measures, would a new Department of Trade be a more effective
advocate for those new policies?

Secretary BALDRIGE. Yes; the Department of Trade would be, as I
stated before, a stronger department. That is what we need. Now, if
the people of this country elect a man who is a protectionist, this
Department would be stronger for protectionism. If they elected a
man who is a free trader, it would be stronger for free trade. But it
wouldn't be a broker seeking the lowest common denominator
through the rest of the Cabinet departments. It would be an advo-
cate for whatever the President's essential position was.

Senator DANFORTH. And, Mr. Tracy, your view is that that is all
well and good, but count us out. Right?

Mr. TRACY. As you know, we support this proposal in its present
form.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you. Gentlemen, thank you very
much.

[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By order of the chairman, the following statements were made a

part of the hearing record:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE, FEBRUARY 21 HEARING ON TRADE REORGANIZATION
PLANS

The underlying premise of the trade reorganization proposals we are examining
today is that a different trade policy organization within the executive branch will
improve our performance as a trading nation. This committee attaches importance
to the structure of our trade policy machinery and has devoted considerable effort
over the last 25 years to refining this structure. But no trade reorganization will do
much about such fundamentals as our massive Federal budget deficit which play
such a key role in the size of our growing trade deficit.

For over 20 years, my Finance Committee colleagues, both Republican and Demo-
crat, have supported the central role of a small White House office to carry out the
work of the President's Trade Representative. In examining the proposals before us
today, we should explore whether the present system is working as intended by Con-
gress, and whether that intent could be served by measures which fall short of an
expensive and disruptive reorganization.

I note that several agricultural interests have opposed S. 121. These hearings are
an appropriate occasion for exploriing the effect of proposed trade reorganization on
the interests of our agricultural community.

USTR's role as "honest broker" of U.S. trade policy is based on the premise that
no single Cabinet level agency can adequately represent all of the competing inter-
ests which bear upon U.S. trade policy. USTR was given responsibility for the daily
conduct of negotiations as well as the development of long term policies and strate-
gies in an effort to insure coherence, balance, and consistency in U.S. trade policy.
Before abandoning the current structure, this committee will want to know if and
why this framework has proven unworkable.
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STAT E?'EN T
on

TRADE REORGANIZATION
for submission to the

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
for the

CHN4BER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
by

Dr. Ava S. Feiner*
February 28, 1984

The U.S. Chamber is convinced that the importance of trade to the

vitality of the United States' economy must be recognized in our national

policies, and reflected in a supportive government structure for trade

policymaking and implementation. Our efforts to maximize the gains from trade

deserve to be treated as a national priority. Creating a Department of

International Trade and Industry (DITI) to take the lead in making them a

priority, through the reorganization plan that has been outlined by the

Administration, is a crucial first step.

Recognizing this need, the Board of Directors of the Chamber endorsed

in principle the President's trade reorganization plan, on condition that the

final plan can be seen to advance certain objectives that we consider central

to reorganization. These objectives will be identified later. The Chamber

also supports in principle and subject to the same reservations S. 121,

introduced by Senator Roth. We also congratulate him for his sustained

efforts to formulate a trade organization plan that can meet the country's

trade need today.

*Mnager, International Policy- Department, U.S. Chamber of Commerce
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The organization of government trade activities should reflect current

trade realities, and respond to the trade challenges that now face us. The

plain reality is that conmerce is thoroughly international, national economies

are deeply interdependent, and policies that we traditionally have considered

to be purely "domestic" now significantly affect the conditions of cozietition

in world markets.

A country's trade performance is in large part determined by its tax,

fiscal, monetary, antitrust, education, transportation and regulatory

policies, to name a few. Accordingly, its trade policy cannot be made in

isolation from these "doestic" policies. By the same token, trade

performance considerations should be weighed heavily in the process of

reviewing policy optionsTn these domestic areas.

Trade policy is too important to our nation's welfare to be treated as

a stepchild among competing national object yes, as merely the residual of

decisions made in furtherance of other dibp rate goals. Trade considerations

deserve a strong, highly visible advocate in tte government policymaking

po-cess, an advocate capable of mobilizing tnt resources needed to set forth

our basic trade interests, establish and articulate our trade policy

objectives, identify what is needed in other policy areas to help advance

those objectives, and negotiate firmly with competlng advocates within our

government, and with competing economic powers abroad, to obtain what is

needed. The urgent need for a leader and an agency, charged with these

functions, argues in favor of creating a U.S. Trade Secretary, and assuring

that he or she is backed by the resources, prestige and power of a full

cabinet Trade Department.

Furthermore, the need for a trade advocate today will be amplified in
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the near future. World markets are changing rapidly, and the interaction of

our evolving economy with them is increasing. National economies the world

over are changing, growing and intersecting, and the process is reshaping

trade and investment patterns, creating new forms of conmercial activities,

and, unfortunately, inviting new government eTT-rts to manage markets.

Consequently, Just as the trade issues that vex us today are not the same as

those we struggled with in the past, the confounding trade issues of the

future will be different from the ones with which we are now familiar.

The problems of lowering high tariffs and eliminating quotas are

straightforward compared to the newer problems of getting sovereign countries

to agree to common rules to guide their domestic regulation of business in

order to eradicate any practices that have the effect of discriminating

against foreign business. Yet, even the emerging trade problems we see today

are likely to pale in comparison to the problems that will develop as new

types of business break through the bounds of national borders, and

governments deploy new methods in their efforts to reassert sovereignty over

these businesses and monopolize the benefits of the earnings, jobs and

technology they generate. The goal of assuring open international markets is

bound to become even more elusive as we try to apply it to complex, emerging

transborder industries, such as information transmission and processing, space

technology, biotechnology, health services and a range of other transborder

services activities.

The Intellectual, legal and political challenges awaiting us are

intimidating. But they will be overwhelming unless we prepare to meet them.

And putting in place the right trade apparatus clearly is a precondition to

doing the right preparatory work.
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Organization, of course, is not a substitute for policy, nor is it a

substitute for hard work and the determination to implement policy. However,

good policy thrives on good organization and, conversely, is hindered by poor

organization. The quality of an organization influences, among other things,

the efficiency of the decision-making within it, the morale of personnel who

run it, the completeness of the information and the quality of analysis

generated by it, the thoroughness with which its personnel identify options

and weigh competing considerations, the depth of the insight they achieve into

the full consequences of a decision, and the speed and effectiveness with

which they are able to implement policy. Since a more complex economy has

made the management of trade policy tougher, and since the adverse

consequences of poor management potentially are greater, we should make every

effort to assure that the organization of the U.S. government for trade policy

is as rational, coherent and effective as it can be.

While we can learn what is best only through deliberation and

experience, we know that the existing structure is confusing, duplicative and

inadequate to our country's current needs. There are always costs and

potential risks associated with change. The reorganization of trade functions

is no exception. Change can be disruptive, delay important work, upset

relationships, and create new problems. But the failure to correct serious

flaws in our trade apparatus now wil1 increase chances for more serious

failures in the future. Despite the near-tern hurdles, a reorganization that

will better support the development and implementation of sound trade policies

in the future is essential.

In recognition of the growing importance of international trade to the

U. S. economy and the new challenges that the changing world economy pose for
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U. S. trade problems, the Chamber supports in principle the Pjesldent's

proposal to create a Department of International Trade and Industry and

reorganize the government's trade policy structure in other ways. However,

our support for the final reorganization legislation depends on its meeting

certain objectives that we consider central to reorganization. These

objectives are:

1. Consolidation of trade policy and implementation functions in the

Trade Department and under the leadership of the Trade Secretary.

Policy and implementation are linked inherently and should be

joined in organization. Failure to do so invites.contradiction,

duplication, confusion and ineffectiveness.

2. High visibility in national policy for the Trade Secretary and

Department. Trade has become a central factor in determining our

economic welfare and merits the sustained attention of

policymakers, businesspeople, consumers, community leaders, and the

public at large.

3. Ready access to the President. The views of the person whc leads

trade policy must be assured a timely and full hearing.

4. A strong relationship between the Trade Department and Congress,

reflecting the special constitutional role of Congress in

international commerce. Congress created the Trade

Representative's Office in part to delegate to it some of Congress'
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trade powers. Consultation with Congress must be a central element

of the Trade Department's activities.

5. Incentives to support a strong professional corps of career trade

specialists, particularly to carry out trade negotiations and

export promotion. Effective trade negotiation and promotion

require experience and a memory of past negotiations. U.S.

negotiators are often at a disadvantage in dealings with their

long-tenured counterparts. Incentives to retain the best and the

brightest trade professionals are a worthwhile investment.

6. A mechanism In the lhite House to assure that there is a thorough

balancing of interests, perspectives and national objectives in the

fomulation of trade policy and international economic policy

generally. Our trade policy best serves our broad national

interests when it is integrated with, and mutually reinforces,

other domestic and foreign policies. Although the Trade Secretary,

even as a trade advocate, should seek balance and coherence in

developing trade policy, the President must have independent

resources to help him weigh competing considerations and ultimately

serve the broad national interest. A White House staff of

international economic experts is needed to serve this function.

7. A system of inter-agency coordination, such as the Cabinet Council

system, that assigns trade policy leadership to the Trade Secretary

and assures that trade factors are considered fully in the
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formulation of policy outside the trade jurisdiction, for exasyle,

in the fomulation of U.S. monetary policy. The effect of current

practice is to have at least three inter-agency coordinating groups

able to assert jurisdiction over trade-related matters. While

policy areas inevitably overlap, and will continue to overlap in

the future, there should be only one inter-agency group, chaired by

the Trade Secretary in the President's absence, with the

uncontested lead on any matter that most significantly affects U.S.

trade activities.

8. A statutory basis for the Department of International Trade and

Industry that is premised on a strong mandate to work for the

expansion of a world trade system based on free competition and

open markets. The best policy to create growth and jobs here and

everywhere is one aimed at expanding and liberalizing trade. The

United States, with its large economy and extensive ove-seis

investments, always has had a vital stake in opening world markets

and in resisting pressures at home and abroad to close them. The

new Department, for several reasons, including the marriage of

policy and implementation within it, could have a greater potential

for carrying out a protectionist trade policy, or an

interventionist industrial policy. While Cabinet performance

largely will depend on a President's policy, it is important to

state at the creation of this new Department that neither

protection nor increased government intervention in markets is the

basis for or impetus behind its creation. Rather, it should be
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made clear that the Department is being established to help advance

our historic objective of opening and expanding markets, a process

that has helped build our country's economic strength and has

fostered worldwide economic development.

9. No change in the traditional Congressional committee jurisdictions

respecting international trade policy matters. The existing

allocation of responsibilities works well and the reorganization

plan presents no reason to change committee traditional

jurisdiction over trade legislation and policy oversight.

10. No institutionalization of an industrial policy based on government

direction to firms and industries. The establitihment of a DITI is

desirable on its own merits and should not be useu as a vehicle to

entrench a policy for government direction to industries.

Proposals for a deliberate national industrial policy raise a range

of economic and political issues, many of which are not directly

related to trade. Debate on this issue should be separate from

that on the creation of a Trade Department debate and not impede

timely action on the Trade Department proposal.

A significant departure from these objectives would erode the basis of

Chamber support for the reorganization proposal. We plan to monitor closely

developments in the Administration and Congress that affect the reorganization

legislation, and to review the plan, as it evolves, to assure that it advances

the objectives we consider to be fundamental. We welcome continuing

discussions of this subject with the Administration and Congress, and are

eager to work with both branches to improve proposals to reorganize and create

a Department of International Trade and Industry.
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Statement of
North American Export Grain Association, Inc.

to the
International Trade Subcommittee

of the
Senate Finance Committee

on Bill S.121
(Legislation to Create a new Department of Trade)

February 27, 1984

The North American Export Grain Association is an organization comprised

of 34 of the leading exporters of U.S. grain from the United States. Our mem-

bers are both private stock companies and grain cooperatives, and together they

account for probably as much as 90% of the total amount of grains exported from

the United States. They are obviously interested in any issue which affects the

U.S. export performance and are, therefore, also quite obviously interested in

the discussions of the pending legislation, Bill S.121, designed to create a

single Department of Trade and Industry in the United States.

We have some serious reservations about the 8111 and the approach it sug-

gests, although we feel that a close look at the U.S. trade p4kture is overdue.

Our Association, therefore, welcomes the discussion of the trade policy issues

in the United States. We feel that during the past few years much has been said

of the need to export but relatively little has been done. In the meantime, the

U.S. purpose in exporting appears to be lost in between the discussions and in

the actual export performance itself.

The first question which should be asked in any discussion of the export

function is "Why does the United States export?" This, we feel, is the crucial

question, and one which is not raised often enough and, even less frequently is

an effort made to answer. If it is for economic reasons, we feel that it should

not be discussed or considered in the political arena. In extr,,.e circumstances

where one is tempted to consider it politically expedient to restrain trade,

the question should be raised not only as to the cost to the United States but

also as to whether or not the other nations in the world will concur and par-



ticipate in the U.S. action. If they will not, then the United States should

likewise refrain from considering it politically.

If the United States should decide that exports should serve an economic

and not a political cause in the United States then the exports should be freed

of government supervision and left to the private industry to manage. Much has

been made of the fact that every other country in the world, even the less de-

veloped countries, have separate foreign trade ministries. The fact that is

ignored in such discussions, however, is that such ministries actually foment

or promote foreign trade; they do not restrict it. The trade restrictions of

the past decade have done a great deal to harm the United States economically

and politically; they have not been beneficial to U.S. foreign policy. The

United States' reputation as a trader has suffered and is at the present time

probably weaker than it has ever been, considering the disastrous effects on

the U.S. economy of the 1980 grain embargo imposed by the Administration at

that time and the restrictive trade posture adopted by the administration since

that time. This is contrary to the position taken by all the other United

States trading partners and competitors. Their trade offices do not restrict

trade but, recognizing their nations' need to export, work with the private

sectors to encourage as much trade as possible.

We feel that the sponsors of this bill are on the right track, but we fear

they are concentrating merely on the construction of an organization in the

United States and not on the issue itself. The fact that the Commerce Depart-

ment and the U.S. Special Trade Representative are to be merged into what will

be a trade office appears at first blush to be a good idea, but we feel a

merger under the circumstances outlined would not only not be helpful, it could

cause further damage to U.S. efforts. For it would mean a merger of a rela-

tively small (about 170 people) organization such as the STR with a huge

organization (about 7,000-8,000) people. The influence of the STR in such a

-2-
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merger would, obviously be virtually nil, for it would be the Commerce Depart-

ment which would supply the preponderance of the personnel and, therefore,

their influence in the new trade office. For as one member of the SIR has indi-

cated, when does a minnow swallow a whale? This would mean that the Commerce

Department, which has not really concentrated on export business, would be

dominating the Office of the STR, whose sole business is exports and which

already responds directly to the President.

The fact that the new Department of Trade and Industries would have Cabi-

net status would be less impressive than what the U.S. trade policy would be.

Much is said about the fact that a Cabinet level agency would have the Presi-

dent's ear, but'would it, for example, have more the President's ear than does

the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense or, for that matter, any other

Secretary within the President's Cabinet? Would it, for example, have even more

influence over the President than the President's close personal friends, the

President's wife and/or a child of the President, who in some instances have

apparently been chief advisors to a president? What influence would it wield

over a President as in 1980 when the President wanted to embargo exports and

did so contrary to all advice he received, or when he adopts a posture which

was against trade, such as the posture of the current administration for at

least its first two years? Having a new Department of Trade would not have

changed this situation, would not have prevented the embargo, for the President

had the benefits of a great deal of advice to the contrary. It was essentially

his decision, based chiefly on the advice of his National Security office,

which advised him in the trade area, an area for which it bears no responsi-

bility. We feel, therefore, that it is much more important to consider U.S.

export policy. A look at the current steep negative U.S. balance of trade and

payments should indicate the current strong need to-do so.

If one is to consider solely the total effects on the U.S. economy of U.S.
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export trade it would be enough to merit more attention. If one considers,

however, also the negative effects on U.S. industry of a lack of export

-business it should be absolutely convincing. The effects of the slowdown in

U.S. grain exports has, for example, contributed greatly to the sharp increase

in the U.S. payments to agriculture. For if the United States had during the

past three years exported to the Soviet Union, against whom the United States

imposed an export embargo, followed by export restraints, the quantities which

the U.S. had exported to that country before 1980, the entire PIK program would

not have been necessary, and with it the huge outlays for agricultural support

payments. Industries manufacturing either embargoed materials or those preju-

diced by the extent of the PIK program might not have been so severely preju-

diced. This has led to the sharp decline in the U.S. employment rate, which

decreases U.S. income tax while increasing U.S. expenses.

Business is, therefore quite important to the United States, and we are

pleased it is receiving the attention of this committee. We hope Congress

will consider all aspects of the trade problems, however, and not merely who

will occupy which position within the Administration. The shifting of offices

appears more like a musical game of chairs within an administration, a shifting

of boxes on someone's organization chart. It does not appear to be addressing

the most serious trade problems within the United States. The trade problems of

the past decade have been brought on not by the fact that there was not a

single trade office within the United States but that there were too many other

individuals who spoke out on trade issues. And every one of those voices is

still within the Administration, not perhaps the same individuals but certainly

from the same positions.

In all the considerations of the establishment of a merged trade office

agriculture has received special attention, first, because agriculture is on

record as being strongly opposed to the merger of the STR and the Department of

- 4 -
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Commerce. In the second place, it is considered separately because of the im-

portance of agricultural exports to the entire U.S. economy. Yet, it is this

importance which makes such a separate consideration impossible. For in con-

sidering industrial exports to other countries they will want to discuss agri-

cultural exports and/or imports. Any U.S. agency which discusses exports must,

perforce, be in a position at least to discuss agricultural exports. This would

make it impossible for the Foreign Agriculture Service of the USDA to maintain

even the semblance of being in charge of agricultural exports. Actually, con-

sidering how little the USDA has had to say about agricultural exports, one

would have first to give them control of agricultural exports and then speak of

their retaining this authority. The USDA has spoken up for the loosening up of

U.S. restraints on agricultural exports for the past several years. And it has

run into opposition from many agencies, none of which was reported to be the

STR or the Department of Commerce. Would this situation change with the crea-

tiun of a merged Government agency? All indications would be that it would not.

We would again be faced with the same personalities or different personalities

speaking from the same positions.

The problems in the United States appear, therefore, not necessarily to be

with who is heading which agency, but which of those around the President is

speaking to him more persistently and with greater influence on trade issues.

The United States trade policies during the past decade have been at the very

least very inconsistent, which has been very prejudicial to-U.S. trade. The

problems have had nothing to do with the organization, and there is, unfor-

tunately, nothing in the current proposal which would purport to change the

U.S. policies or actually examine them. We feel, therefore, that this committee

would.perform a much greater function for the United States if it were to con-

sider U.S. trade policies and attempt to establish the type of independent

thinking in the United States which would promote foreign trade. The type of
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"thinking necessary for this should come-from industry. It should be non-

partisan, and those who participate should be those with a responsibility for

exports.

Ideally we feel the United States should vest the responsibility for agri-

cultural negotiations with the USDA. It is the organization which has the re-

sponsibility for agricultural issues, both to the farmers and to the nation. it

understands the agricultural issues better than does any other agency, and they

are exceptionally complex issues, ranging from production to disappearance of

the product.

Failing in this, we feel that agricultural issues have best been repre-

sented by the Office of the STR. We fear that if the STR is swallowed by the

Commerce Department, as would obviously be the case, agriculture would lose

and, considering its great importance to the nation, so would the people of the

United States also be the losers.
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January 18, 1934

Charles W. Griffin
319 Inspiration Way
Del Rio, TX 78840

Honorable Senator John C. Danforth

Chairran-Subcommittee on International Trade

Committee on Finance-U.S. Senate
Washingeon, D.C. 20515
Dear Sir:

This letter is to protest the Administration's proposed consolidation of
U. S. Customs and the U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Service. In
early January, 1984, the President's Cabinet Council on Management and
Administration approved a plan to transfer all Customs inspectors (approx-
imately 638) working primary inspection at land ports to INS. At air and
seaports, approximately 442 INS inspectors working primary would be moved
into Customs. In addition, approximately 165 Customs Patrol officers pat-
rolling the land borders would be transferred to INS. The attachment shows
how the 638 transfers are proposed nationwide.

Target date for implementation is March, 1984, at the earliest, but the
Administration first hopes to win approval of the plan in Congress. The
Administration will either 1) formally submit legislation or 2) will attempt
to informally accomplish the consolidation through Executive Order with the
informal approval of congressional committees which have jurisdiction over
these two agencies. A moratorium of 60 days was declared for the plan when
Conqress adjourned November 18. That will expire about February 16, T984.
If congressional action to delay or stop altogether this plan is not taken
by February 16, we wVAYall have to live with this plan and its disastrous
consequences.

I speak from first hand experience. I am a Supervisory Customs Inspector
in Del Rio, Texas. This is my 14th year with Customs, 91 as an insoector
and 4J as a supervisory inspector. I can tell you that our ability to do
our job--intercept narcotics, protect the revenue, etc.--would be so severely
hurt by this plan that Customs would no longer be able to achieve its goals
and mission in the land border ports.

Our ability to handle the workload would be devastated by this 44% cut in
inspectional personnel. At Del Rio, we presently have 18 inspectors of
which 3 are Supervisory Inspectors.Customs has alloted 20 positions to be
necessary for Del Rio making us short 2 insDectors already. A cut of 8
would bring us down to an inspectional staff of 10. Three of the 10 would
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be supervisors, with all th, tctendant survisory, administrative and
manaqerial duties. At the .,-sent tin, a supervisory inspector works
direct line supervision ..c 65% of tht -,lw. The remaining 35% of his
time is for administrat ,personnel Super. isory work in the office, which
must be done to keep agency's port operations working smoothly. This
plan would have the ;owing results ;h oir staffing structure:

4 days of the we(. the port would h to operate with 2 inspectors off
each day. The ._. two days of tV, -k would have one inspector off
each of those days, zobably Saturday and Monday, the two busiest days.
The staffing pattern would have to be as follows for the 24 hour port
of entry and supplemental staffing at the 16 hour/day Amistad Dam and
airport: (Super-visors are included on both patterns).

Port of Entry Insp. Current Staffing Insp. Proposed Staffing
Midnight to8AM ht 2 1

8AM to I'M 4 or 5 usual l
(Includes cargo inspector (Includes cargo inspector
and Day Supervisor) and Day Supervisor)

4PM to 12AM 3 or 4 lj

Dam
85V to 4PM 1 1
4PM to 12AM 1 1

Annual Leave 2(3 max if Supervisor I maximum
on leave)

Days Off 2 to 3, depending on 2 (1 two days of
the day the week)

This, of course, does not make any allowances for emergency annual or sick
leave, in which case replacements have to be found or overtime worked.

In addition to all this, Customs would have to send an inspector to the airport
to process aircraft whenever the need arose. This would be a permanent
Customs responsibility with the proposed plan. Presently Customs and INS
alternate this duty every other month. The Del Rio International Airport
is located about 10 minutes one way-from the Port. One routine aircraft
arrival requires anywhere from 45 minutes to an hour of the inspector's time,
depending on whether or not Immigration oermits have to be issued. It often
happens that an airport inspector is gone at the airport 40-50% of an 8 hour
day. So for all practical purposes this gives the port I man-for baggage,
since he could be, and often is, at the airport I of the time. The Airport
Development" Act of 1976 does not allow Customs to charge overtime for air-
port business between the hours of 8AM-5PM daily (excluding Sundays and
holidays). Thus the aircraft arriving then has to be serviced by bridge
personnel. In addition to this, between the hours of 5PM and 8 AM (excluding
Sundays and holidays, Customs has told its management and supervisors, also,
if at all possible, to service those aircraft from the bridge, even though
the Act allows for these arrivals to be on overtime. This is no doubt the
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result of pressure exerted by the same iNfe-se aircraft pilots' lobby that
produced the Airport Dev.:upwent Act o-: 17;.

A brief review of thepr. osed staffing plav ,eveals.that it does not give -

Customs enough insnt-C.is to handle eve. o+ daily routine commitments of
office supervisor, Daggage, airport, ank cargo, not to mention what would
happen if they by chance were to get an ayevvst or seizure which can, afnd does
quite often require at least 2 inspectors f)r times ranging from J hour to
3 or 4 hours, depending on the complexiLy ul the seizure.

The proposed consolidation plan is proposing a situation which is utterly
impossible for U. S. Customs to operate in Del Rio, I'm sure that this is
mirrored nationwide. at most, if not all, of the land border ports. In
Del Rio, we don't need orwant the consolidation with its accompanying cut-
backs in personnel. The present strength there is only adequate at best to
accomplish the mission, and it is still 2 short of authorized ceiling strength.

The U. S. Customs Service and its tradition of law enforcement and revenue
protection and collection is one of our country's most imoortant and res-
pected agencies. This consolidation plan borders oninsanity, does not address
the real needs of Customs manpower at port level, and will make U. S. Customs
the laughing stock of federal law enforcement, instead of the proud, res-
pected agency that it is and ought to continue to be. An open sieve will be
created at many land border ports for the smuggler to operate freely, with
no fear-of interception by-Customs because of its thin spread of manpower.

An accompanying consideration and probably the most vital one which must be
addressed is the cost/effect/benefit ratio of the plan. It will cost millions
of dollars in training and equipment expense to completely retrain all of the
1245 forced transferees to do the job of the agency they don't want to work
for. Needless to say, the morale of the personnel, both involved and un-
involved in the concerned agencies, will be undoubtedly at its lowest level
ever. The advent of the one year temporary appointment GS 5 Irnigration ins-
pector tn do primary work at the land borders has already hurt morale tremer,
dously. Last and surely the most intriguing question of all is: What is
the real gain, advantage, benefit, etc. to Qovernment agencies or the public
of this insane plan? No one can come up with a believable or rational answer,
because there is none. The consolidation is a oower grab by the Justice De-
partment and Immigration Service. It is a crass attempt at empire buildino
at the expense of the Customs Service and the vast majority of the law-
abidinq American public. It accomplishes nothinq but chaos; its implemen-
tation will mean the effective emasculation of a proud law enforcement
oriented and revenue collecting agency: the U. S. Customs Service. Customs
is the only agency I know of that pays its way besides the Internal Revenue
Service. The last statistics made available a year or two ago established
the Customs revenue to the government to be 1 times its cost. This plan
attacks everything that is proud and productive about Customs. Don't let it
happen.

Please act in your legisi .ive capacity to abort this plan before it becomes
a disastrous reality. ,-uud, self-s'.4~icient agency's tradition of law
enforcement is at -... Please don't d;;aopoint them and the American people.

S vtcerely,

Charles W. Griffin
Supervisory Customs Ihspector
Del Rio, TX
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1899 L StrK N.W
Wnt*on. D.C 20036
Telephoxm202-293-S407

flonorabie John C. Dantorth
Chairman, Suoconmittee on
International Trade

Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Danforth:

We appreciate this opportunity to set forth, for the
record, the views ot the Travel and Tourism Government
Affairs Council with respect to S. 121, legislation
to create a new Department of International Trade
ana Industry.

The Council is the national organization representing
the unified travel industry viewpoint on legislative
and regulatory issues of common concern. Council
jembersnip is comprised of 29 of the largest travel
and tourism national trade Qrganizations reflecting
the diverse nature of the industry which includes
transportation, tour sales, travel agencies, and financial
services.

Last summer, the full membership of the Council met
and unanimously endorsed the proposal to create a
new Department of International Trade and Industry.
The basis for our enthusiasm is the proposed transfer
of tne United States Travel and Tourism AcminiEsration
(USTTA) to the new department and the forefront of
international trade policy.

In our view, this is not only appropriate but logically
manoatea by the overwhelmingly large portion ot U.S. trade
wnich 11 travel and tourism.

We are now the largest services sector export (excluding
U.S. foreign investment income) and the third largest
source of export income. In 1982, international visitors
to the United States spent over $11 billion, generated
$640 million in federal tax revenue and supported
300,000 American jobs. Over 20 million foreign visitors
arrived in the U.S. in 1982, and every 54 of these
international travelers accounted for one new job.

Domesticaiiy, travel is tne nation's second largest
service industry, having generated (in 1982) $294
billion in expenoitures and over $20 billion in federal,
state and local tax revenue. As the second largest
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private employer in the nation, the industry directly employs
4.5 million Americans at every skill-level and provides another
2.2 million supporting jobs. Travel and tourism was responsible
for 27% of all new jobs created in the U.S. over a three-year
period (See Appendix 1).

Clearly, tourism is a major and growing economic giant, not
only domestically but internationally. Yet the United States
Travel and Tourism Administration, our prkpary instrument of
national tourism policy implementation, has lacked the federal
institutional support necessary and appropriate to tourism--our
most lucrative service export.

The USTTA was created in 1981 by the passage of .-he National
Tourism Policy Act. It is mandated by the Act to "optimize
the contribution of the tourism and recreation industries to
economic prosperity, full employment and the international balance
of payments to the United States."

The USTTA's objectives are basically threefold: to promote
the U.S. as a travel destination through the development and
implementation ot a competitive marketing plan; to act as a
catalyst in the identification and elimination of international
barriers to tourism and otherwise represent tourism interests
in the coordination and formulation of related federal policy;
and provide a framework for the cooperative partnership of business
and government to achieve these goals through data collection
and analysis, technical information exchange and training and
education. -

This partnership is exemplified by the recent initiative undertaken
by the Travel Industry Association of America to assemble a
panel of top-level marketing executives to develop a recommended
marketing plan for USTTA. The International Marketing Plan
Development Committee (roster of members attached as Appendix
2) met on August 11, 1983, and began drafting initial strategies
which will ultimately be expanded into a comprehensive plan
and submitted to Congress, the Administration- and USTTA this
spring.
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We believe these efforts represent a promising beginning, if
not a remedy for all that has plagued the implementation of
an effective and viable tourism policy.

Until now we have been discouraged by government policy which
takes our apparent strength in international markets for granted.
The result of this complacency is not heartening. Our share
of world tourism receipts declined from 13% in 1976 to 10.6%
in 1982. To lend perspective to these figures: each It of
world market share (in 1981) represented $1 billion in export
receipts, $95 million in federal tax revenues and approximately
30,000 jobs (See Appendix 3).

Further, federal government reactive mechanisms have not kept
pace with the increasing threat posed by expanding foreign penetra-
tion of our markets and ever-intensifying competition for the
international tourism dollar.

These new competitive efforts are well-documented. In 1981,
the U.S. ranked 27th in total spending by national government
tourism organizations (See Appendix 4). On a per capita basis,
the U.S. ranks 64th in spending by national government tourism
organizations--lust below Botswana (See Appendix 5).

It is unfortunate, but no great surprise that, paraphrasing
the biblical admonition, we have managed to reap only that which
was sown. U.S. international tourism receipts measured in terms
of constant dollars, grew by only 4.9% in 1981 down from a high
of 14.7% in 1976 (See Appendix 6). While the average of interna-
tional tourism receipts per capita is $185.10 ($201.85 among
developed countries) the U.S. receives only $43.90 per capita
in international tourism receipts.

This is not good news. Ana when further coupled with a piece-meal
approach to trade policy in which, until recently, tourism played
only a negligible part, the depth of our concern becomes readtjy
apparent. It is imperative that the vast resources of the Uulttd-
States government be harnessed to provide a coordinated approach
to international trade policy. For example, while some fine
work has been undertaken to identify foreign barriers to tourism,
it may take long-term strategies, in particular multi-lateral
and bilateral negotiation, to eliminate them. it is also critically
important that such strategies remain consistent with our long-term
commitment to fostering and maintaining an *open-borders* policy
both domestically and internationally.
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The record-breaking trade deficit which was announced by the
Commerce Department last week, underscores both the timeliness
of your Committee's scrutiny, and the urgency of the problem
at hand. The $9.7 billion January trade deficit, is only the
tip of an iceberg which is estimated to top $100 billion by
the end of the year.

Although the verdict is not yet in on the performance of the
services account (of which tourism is the largest part) vis-a-vis
merchandise tor January, services have not only traditionally
compensated for merchandise trade deficits* but have consistently
produced a surplus of U.S. service exports over imports. In
the last 3 quarters of 1983, for example (the latest period
for which statistics are available), the services account surplus
totalled over $6 billion. While our responsibility, as a nation,
to improving the merchandise trade performance cannot and should
not be abrogated, it would seem equally clear that federal lack
of attention to services, and particularly tourism, cannot and
should not be rationalized.

We believe that the trade department proposal represents not
only the first step in developing and implementing a coordinated
approach to federal trade policy, but a new awareness of the
economic contributions of All international trade--goods And
services. It is our conviction that such a measure will ultimately
usher in a new, more competitive era in international trade
policy and begin to focus some much-needed attention on industries,
like tourism, with truly exceptional economic potential.

Finally, we would like to express our gratitude to you and your
colleagues on the Committee for your initiative and leadership
in addressing this issue, and we respectfully urge that S. 121
be acted upon favorably and placed on the Senate calendar for
a vote,

Sincerely,

James B. Gaffigan
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Appendix 1

New Jobs Generated
by Travel and Tourism

Tlv and Tourism
Government Affairs Council
An AfMiate of the
Travel Industry As3ociation
of Amnerica

New Jobs Created
In the U.S. In the Past 3 Years

-(1979, 1980 & 1981)

Travel and Tourism created
179,000 new jobs in 1981
while unemployment generally -
was rapidly increasing.

Travel & Tourism Industry
Created 27% of all New Jobs
in the U.S. in the Past 3 years

II
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Appendix 2

International Masrketng
Plan Development
Committee

chakirnan
James C. Collins
Senior Vice President,
Marketing
Htoan Hotls Corporation

Members

V tce . Public a d

Aoitntion

Roger Baklu
Senor Vic Presider,
Vacation & Leisure Travel
American Exrs Cow~ry
William Blazliek
Senior Vi4 Preeidet Sale
a" Marketing
Resoft International Ca

Chris Browns
Senior Vice Presidet.
Marketgoo
Holy Inns Inc.

Gordon L Downin
Vice Presid General
Saes Manage
National Car Rental
System, Inc.

Sig S Front
Seno Vice President
Director of Marketing
The Shersto Corporation

Roet Gie1dr
President
Exploration Hoiays an
Cruises

Edw"r N. Giler
Director
Flori DN o Tourm

Charged Gullett
President
N w York Corenti
visior Bureau

Intemeaional Marketin
Direcor
Taucti Tours, Inc.

James W. Hurst
Exescutive tie Presiden
Greater Los Angeles Visitors
& Convention Bureau

Samuel B Jamuieeon. Jr.
Vi~ce President Marketing
Short Line Tours

Michael L Jenkinis
Oir:o. Business
American Telephone
Tler Co.

Thoma J. Koors
Executi" V44 Presidnt
NoO Airne, Inc.
Jack B. Undqv*
Executive Vice Presidn.

WARt Disny Productions

Wdflarn S. Norman

Group Ve Presaden&

Amtrak

Malco oD. Pynn
Presien

Don Rya
Prdet Capin Group

Martin R. Shugrue Jr.
Senior twice President
Marketing
Pan Amerian World
Airways, Inc.

William D Slattery
Vice President Sales &
Seifica International
Tams World Airlines, Inc.

flober Smalley sr.
President and Chief
Executive Offoce
American Lan Cruisers

Bradley Smith
Executive Director
Foremoset West, Four
Cornrs Regional
Tourt Organization

Brian Smrth
Vice President Marke"n
Busc Ente"rtainent
crpat

John Stockton
Vice President Marketing
ROY Roges Resurants

John A. Ue ronh
Preskent Ask Mr. Foster
Firs Tia"e Coporation &
Ask Mr. Foster
Trave Servce

Terry L Undrwood
V"c President Passenger
Markes"n
Greyhound Lnes, Inc.

A. Russel tshaw. Jr.
Vice President Govemment
Affsire
Eaern AkUne, Inc.

Ex-offtio Members
Wdam H. Edwsfs
National Chairman. Trvsv
Industry Association of
America, and President.
Hio Hotel Dtisin
Hilton Motes Corporation
Wasm D. Toohey
President
l"ve Indusry Association

of America
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Appendix 3

Travel id Tourism U.S. Marke Share of
Governmer Affah Coucil Internatlonal Travel Receipts
An Affiliate of the
Travel Industry Assocaion
of AMeica

U.S. shae of world tourism
receipts has declined from
13% in 1976 to 10.6% in 1980.
returning to 11.5% in 1981 due
primarily to a weak U.S. dollar.

e $I billion In receipts
v $96 million in federal taxesL$49 million in state taxes

* 11 m lion in local taxes
* 28,500 new jobs
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Appendix 4

Travel end Tourism Total Spending by
Government Affairs Counfl National Government
An Affiliate of the Tourism Organizations
Travel Industry Association
f America

National Govemmnt The average funding among
Funding of USTTAs developed nations of the
COXaterpertil world is almost 3.5 times as
Worldwide (1981) much as USTTA's funding.

1.

2.Turkey 62.1 zechoslovakia 149.1

3. Greece 57.8
4. Spain 57.2
5. Belgium 44.6
6. Korea 30.6
7. Venezuela 30.0
8.11Canada 29.0
9. France 27.8

10. Singapore 24.3
11. Italy 20.5
12. Bahans 20.2
13. Peru 20.1
14. Colombia 17.3
15. Brazil 16.1
16.in Germany 15.8
17.m Syria 13.8
18.n Netherlands 13.7
19. Jamaica 12.8
20.n Indonesia 11.3 __

21.M Australia 11.1
22.iM Hong Kong 10.6
23.M Maa10.0 ur24.n Bemvuda 8.9
25.n Muby 8.8

26. Finland 8.5
27. M United States 10

Figures in millions U.S. Dollars

0 W
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Appendix 5

Travel and Tourism Por Capita Spending by
Government Affairs Council National Government Tourism
An Affi late of the Organizatons
Travel Industry Association
of America

The average among a]I coun- The average budget for
tries of the world is over 100 national tourism organiza-
times as much as USTTA's tions worldwide is $3.53 per
funding on a per capita basis. capita compared to the U.S.

at 3Y cents per capita.

National Govemment
Funding of USITA's
Counterpets Wodrdwile on a
Per C4t Basis
(1981)

1. Bahant 85.39
2. Curacao 24.30
3. Guam 17.78
4. Singapore 10.27
5. Czecholovakia 9.82
6. Malta 8.77
7. New Caledonia 8.58
8. Greece 6.12
9. Jamaica 5.78

10. Cyprus 4.91
11. Belgium 4.53
12. Macao 3.65
13. Ubya 3.01
14. Hong Kong 2.18
15. Tonga 1.91
16. Finland 1.79
17. Iceland 1.77
18. Venezuela 1.67
19. Syria 1.65

20. Luxembourg 1.58
21. St. Vincent

&The Grenadines 1.58
22. Spain 1.52
23. Turkey 1.33
24. Canada 1.20
25. Peru 1.11
26. Dominica .99
27.-Netherands .96
28. Nowy .90
29. RvAnds .87
30. Korea .76
31. Australia .75
32. Equdor .75
33. Hungaty.73
34. Malaysia .70
35. Colombia 68
38. Senegal .81
37. Ghana .53
38. France .52

39. Jordan .43
40. Chile .40
41. Algeria .40
42. Italy .36
43. Lesotho .36
44. Cameoon .33
45. Yugoslavia .27
46. Bolivia .27
47. Germany .26
48. Zambia .26
49. Paraguay .24
50. Sri Lanka .23
51. Argentina .22
52. Honduras21
53. Togo .21
54. Sierra Leone .20
55. Tanzania .19
56. Yemen .16
57. Papua New Guinea .15
58. Brazil .13
50. Mauritius.13
60. Malawi .12
61. Kenya .12
62. Thailand .11
63. Botswana .06
64. United States .035

Figures in U.S. Dollars
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Travel and Tourism
Govenment Affars Council
An Affiliate of the
Travel Industry Association
of America

Growth In IntenationM
Travel RecApts

The size of the international
travel market has gromn at an
average rate of 19.28% per
year for the last 5 years. U.S.

growth in international travel
receipts has trailed this growth
by 5% on average over the
last 5 years.
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